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Abstract:

This is a philosophy of science paper aimed at mapping C.B.Martin's ontobgical theory of
dispositions and manifestations onto experbnents m quaatrrm mechanics, with hopes o f generating a

plawile view of the universe in general
Part one focuses on the g e d methods available to phibsophers, in hopes of establishing
guidelines for doing such philosophy as I hope to do. Part two is centered on the ArrnstronglMartin

debate, the result of which is that we find Martin's ontological theory preferable to Armstrong's.
Part three is the actual attempt to map Martin's ontology onto some physics experbmts, with prime

focus on the so-called double-slit or interfkrence experiment.
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Introduction
This is a paper in distinct but related parts. The general idea I wish to pursue is

this: by venturing into the realm of quantum mechanical physics, we might find some
evidence for particular ontological views, and vice-versa (we might find oursehes better

able to cope with the r e d s of the experiments ifwe are suitably armed with a general
theory of the universe). We sball be working on the border between physics and
philosophy, which presumably makes this an excursion m philosophy of science.
However, I do not intend to talk about science other than in reference to particular
experiments.
I wiU spend some time sorting out concepts which will be required in order to
understad the metaphysical system I wish to present at the end of the paper. Rather than

diw h

e mto the actual metaphysics, I would like to begin with more epistemological

concerns Doing ontology without a parallel analysis of the epistemic Wout would be bad
practice (and confirsiag to the reader). Skepticism in many forms will be discussed, as it
plays a central role in metaphysics. This is not so much to abate the skeptic's worries as
to ann ourselves with skeptical tools, Occam's Razor being the main.

With such philosophizing comes the crystalktion of some ideas which lead to the
acceptance of certain elements of metaphysics and the rejection of others. Without such

investigating, one is liabie to philosophize with a great deal of unconscious baggage

-

jmdilections for certain things, particular world-views, etc. (What's the "etcetera"? Ask
Wrttgenstein,) Once this task is accomplished, we can move into the world and develop a

(more)complete picture of what it is like.

Wah such grodwork laid out, I intend to investigate the ArmstrongMartin
debate- It is my intention to a d y z their theories and their methodologies in hopes of
finding an acceptable ontological theory. We ought to stand on the shoulders of giants if

the local giants avail themselves.
With the "pbilosophy" done, we can move into the world and see how the

philosophical theory Ms with puzzling physics experbents. I f the fit is good, we might
see this as evidence that the philosophy is sound After all, d e m i the way the world

operates is the chief goal of the ontologist. But this is "mere philosophy". Perhaps
offering an explanation for the experiments at all is of greater importance.

I will utilize a variant of Martin's disposition~manifiestation
ontology to offer
possible explanations for the double-slit experiment as well as the violation of Bell's

theorem by quantum systems. What arises is an original interpretation of the Schrodinger
equation and other laws of nature.

Part 1 Many Forms of Skepticism
Undertaking a philosophical enterprise is in some ways easier if one knows nothing
about it. The i n t b d philosopher has an endless array of questions before hhn; issues of
which a neophyte is happily unaware. Often enough, a problem at hand can be distilled to

some or another form of the problem of skepticism. Succinctly put, the res howibiZis is
this: how are we to invade with sutFcient cunning the problems which lie before us and
yet remain k e h m the devastating burden of outright (Cartesian)skepticism (which

leaves us 'Imowing" virtually nothing)?
The methodology of the philosopher depends on the answer to this question.
DesCartes was hobbled by it, H u m accused Locke of avoiding it, Wittgenstein dedicated

his later philosophical life to it, and to what avail? The question of skepticism seemingly
lies unresolved (the upshot being that a singular "philosophical method" is yet to be
unanimousb accepted).
As the previous paragraph indicates, my hopes are not high for the project of

identifyiag a sure-firephilosophical method. Roughly speaking, I think metaphysicians

can be cut into two camps - "skeptics" and "othets" (skeptics and what? Shall we call the
other camp 'kn-skeptics"? Is that a little insulting?). Generally speaking,the "skeptics"
draw our attention to the fact that we cannot prove that something or other is true, and

h m there begin to philosophize. (Wittgenstein's f$mous "Beetle in a Box" strikes me as
this sort of device'...).

This is necessarily a ''negatively" oriented form of philosophy, the

results of which are generally statements about what we don't bow,rather than what we

do.

' Wittgenstein 1, f293

-

For the %on-skeptic's" part, we iind a more straightforward approach the

approach of locke, and a h of S~hopenbauer~
whose "Fortress of Skepticismnnow can
forget. Skepticism is largely ignored by such fok. This is not to say tbat the possibility of
0

.

.

error is not mmrml7ed as much as possible through carefid conceptual analysis. Our socalled "non-skeptic" does not proceed by grandly announcing transcendental truths while

staring at a crystal ball. Rather, we find a form of philosophy that is akin to jigsaw
pwzling. The method relies on the belief that nature has provided us with means to

expIore our world, and that the stories we tell about the world (after sufficient
examination and thought) might be 'True". Keyws' summation of Newton is appropriate
here:
he looked on the whole universe and rrll that is in it us a riddCe, as a secmt
which could be mad by applying pun thought to certain evidence, cemystic
ches which God had hid a b u t the world to .iona sort of philosopher's treasare
h ~ n t w - 9w

4

This is necessarily the approach of the analytic ontologic philosopher. That we aU

(or is there only me?) might be btains in vats is a fact that we must largely bypass in our
travels if developing a picture (or story) ofthe world is our goal.

This is nor to say that skepticism plays no role m philosophizing about ontology.
Indeed it will be one of the tools used (an analytic philosopher without skepticism is hard
to imagine). Ifthis seems odd, consider what skepticism is. Roughly put, skepticism is no
more than doubt. A skeptic's general method is to point out a particular idea and suggest
that perhaps it is incorrect. This in itself is what might be called negative philosophy

showing what we &n

'I b o w ,

-

rather than postulating that we &. This is DesCMes3

5

-

legacy, and philosophers have wraagled with it ever since (and before, to be sure Chuang

Tzu exambed the philosophical repercussions of dreaming he was a b u t t e (and not
knowing ever after ghe was a butt*

before Christ.).

dreamiag that it was a philosopher) 500 years

The positive philosopher, for his jmrt, must provide enough grounding for

his ideas that the skeptic is reasonably satisfied, but more tban that, the positive

philosopher must be sure to apply enough skepticism in the right places such that his
theory is not mere fools' play.

Balancing between the N

i of working without any philosophical d

t

s

and the abyss of outright skepticism is the metaphysician's task. I point this out not in

order to make an epistemological point, but merely to render the rest o f this investigation
somewhat more readable. The Armstrong/Marth debate is hugbt with epistemology,
though neither Armstrong nor Martin tend to discuss it very often. What might initially be

taken to be simplistic tendencies are more often than not extremely subtle tendencies. We
cannot fdly understand the positions of such philosophers without an analysis of their
convictions. The following elaboration of skeptical styles is intended to help develop an
eye for the subtle but critical elements of metaphysics. So armed, we can not ody
understand philosophy better, but actually do better philosophy ourselves.

Anti-Realism as a Form of Skepticism

I would like to make reference to a distinction which we will be forced to return to
a number of times. The concepts of realism and its philosophic imrerse, anti-realism, are
widely understood. Realism might be broadly defined as the belief that certain

unobservables exist in an ontologic way. Anti-realism is thus the belief that u n o ~ 1 e s
ought not be acknowledged. A realist, then, might hold that "'gravity" is a word we apply

to the concept of masses atbadng (or of curved spawtime, to be E i n s t e k rather than
Newtonian), and that "gravitf is a part of nature which we have managed to piece
together on our trwrsure hunt. The anti-realist is less optimistic, preferring a stance which
is more neutral with regards to believing that we actually know what we are talking about

when we say ugravitatioa" An anti-realist prefers to utilize "gravitf' as a way of thinking
about how masses act, remabing uncommitted to the existence of some unobservable
'Yorce".
Peirce was deeply unimpressed by anti-realism, writing, "?n a recent admired work
on Analytic Mechanics it is stated that we understand precisely the e&t of force, but

what force itself is we do not understand! This is simply a self-~ontradiction.~
If this is the case, then why bother with anti-realism at ail? For one reason, the

most widely accepted physics-based ontology of the twentieth century was that of Niels
Bohr, himselfa devout anti-realist. Bohr fklt that he had physical reasons for being an
anti-realist (which will be dealt with in detail in part tbree). Another reason is that it is not
always clear that we h

w what we are talking about when we use any particular technical

term- Peirce's example is clear but perhaps a bit simplistic. It may be easy to say that we

' Peirce. p.35

know what a force is, given that force is a &ly

concrete notion (a mass under

acceleration). Can we be so casual with a more CLabstmctn
term? "Potential" is going to
play a central role in our later dhcussions, and as we wiU see, it is not clear that we can
say with certainty that potentials are W,or "spetio-temporal".

As such, the anti-realist

creeps back m with the suggestion that potentials ought not be considered as ''real". An
d - r d k t gains more purchase on more abstract ideas, and because of this, is going to

k l that he bas quite a lot of purchase in the arena of the metaphysical.

This is our h

t contact with a skeptic m scientist's clothes, and it

is an important

one. Skepticism with regard to 'hxditf (or rather, our ability to penetrate the veil of

reality) is anti-realism, and we need to be on our guard for it. This is not to say that anti-

realism is necessady bad or wrong, but we need to bow where arguments are coming
f b m and going m the sphere of ontological philosophy. As we proceed, I hope to sharpen

both the realist and anti-realist positions to honed forms. This is not so much in order to
promote one over the other as to help m developing the soundest ontologic commitments

we can.

I would like to mention a distinction which I have long harboured, but which
seems to be ignored in the literature. The anti-realist is concerned about things known as
"wobservablesn. It is gene*

assumed that all unobservables are roughly equal, in that

they are unobservable, and thus to be regarded with skepticism or neutrality. This may
stand. However, I would like to claim that there are two types of unobservables (with

which the anti-realist can do as he pleases). The first type of unobservable is something
that is in principle observable, but which we lack the technology to observe. I would like
to call such characters In-Priuciple-ObservabIes (IPOs). An ekctmn, for example, might

fall into this category. We have so fhr been able to udetectnelectrons by infkrence. They
leave footprints in cloud chambers, Br example. We see effects of something (whatever it
is) we call "electrols". The realist suggests that the effects are effects of a something, and
that we ought to believe in electrons even though we cannot see them. The anti-realist

takes a less ingenuous stance, suggesting that what we have seen is the effect, but that the
cause, as such, is not itselfknown.

The second type of unobservable I would like to call "In-miple-Unohables"

(TPUs). IPUs are concepts which we hold as critical to our understand@ of the universe,
but which,unlike IPOs, we cannot in principle hope to directly observe. Such thmgs as
"Force" and " E I ~ R Twill
~ ~f
"
dl into (his category. These are things which we have
developed as central to our physics theories, but just "wbat" they are is perhaps debatable.
Given this separation of unobservables, what is the anti-realist likely to do? If a

realist like Pierce is correct, then an IPU like 'Torce" is nothing over and above a mass
under acceleration, and thus,we may claim to know more about an IPU like 'Torce" than

we do about an IPO Like an "electron" (the fidl 'bdetinition"of which we are yet to give).
Of course, the anti-realist combats such a claim, denying the truth of Peirce's assertion.
An anti-realkt might well say that the opposite is true - we have some undeniable physical

grounds for asserhg the existence of electrons, but we haven't directly observed them
and so should remain cautious at the very least when it comes to adding them into our
ontologic inventory. It would be claimed that a notion like "Force" is on much more

-

slippery metaphysical ground it is a concept which we apply to certain behaviours, and

the only reason to assert the existence of the something called 'Torce" is that we desire a
reductive description of the events in the universe.

Of course, desiring a description ofthe physical situation is the motivation of

calling something an "electron" as well, but the 4-realist might argue that witnessing the
e-ts

of an electron gives us reason to posit that something was there, whereas m the

case ofa "force", we are merely w m t i n g a story. The claim would be that w e don't

h w what a force is, but that we apply the term to certain situations in which masses
accelerate, and presumably, smarter metaphysicians from Pluto would have a totally

different story about "force!"(though presumably they would still want to tell a story

similar to our own when it comes to IPOs like electrons).
The distinction between In-Principle-Observables and In-Principle-Unobservables

is a technical one, and perhaps one that most anti-realistswould see as unimportant. It
plays a role in ontology, though, because ifwe wind up introducing IPUs at critical
junctures, many malists and anti-redkts alike will be unhappy.

Occam's Razor

W e require a tool to fight the anti-realist, and to do good philosophy in general. I
propose Occam's Razor for the task. It is usually constructed as a tool for theory

selection, wherein simpler theories should be p r e k e d to more complicated ones.

However, I would like to use a slightly more subtle (or in any case more usefbi for my
purposes) version I think we are d e d to suggest that a theory with unnecessary

hypotheses is less prefixable than a theory which has only required hypotheses. What this
means is that if we cook up a story about how some element of the universe operates, we
shouid keep the story as k firom "clutter"as possible. Any excess terms or concepts
ought to be discarded. This should perhaps be called ''ARnstrong's Razor", because I

think D.M.Annstrong uses this principle with more vigour than anyone else. It is a

method designed to ward offthe anti-realist, primarily by keeping everything m a theory as
wcessary as possible. By adyzing whether we truly require any particular part of the
story, we Limit the anti-realist's ompaignto things we are confident about. That is, we

can write off the anti-realist (more like Peirce did) because of our certainty of the concepts
in our theory,and the necessity of those concepts.

Part 2 The Amstronghktin Debate
Amstrong's Ontology (The Tightest Attempt)

Rather then start h m scratch m both tbe epistemic and ontologic realm, we can
turn to the work done by others in the field AnalSrzing what others have presented is

probably the fastest way to come to positive conclusions. I would like to begin with ideas
presented by D.M.Armstrong, because he offers with sparkling clarity both a positive
package (ontology) and some aveats about the whole enterprise (epistemology).
1 call Armstrong's work the tightest attempt because his theorizing has always

been a sort of skeptically-oriented venture. This is not to say that Armstrong is someone
we want to brand as a "skeptic". Rather, Armstrong must be seen as an anti-skeptic

-

someone working on a positive philosophy despite skeptical challenges. His intention is
not to offkr skepticism, but to o f f i a theory against which a skeptic has little to say. His
hope is to provide a theory of the world which the skeptic carmot criticize as 'kxmal".
What this means is that Amstrong is working against a particular style of anti-realist - a
skeptic with regard to our ability to generate true stories about

To this end, Armstrong suggests we "...remain with natmalism, defined as the
doctrine that all there is is the world of space and time."

This is tantamount to claiming

that abstract objects ought not be part of a theory of the univeme. Armstrong prefm to
stay within the limits of spatioternporality simply because we cannot clearly descni what

the non-spatiotemporal might be like. Lack of clarity on such thmgs opens the door for a
skeptic, who might claim that it is unlikely that we would be able to generate a true story

of the universe if we carmot descrii funy some aspect of the story. That is to say, the

'Raty, fix instance, fills under this heading in Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature

anti-realist gets a foothold if abstract objects are a part of our ontology, with the simple

claim (correct or not) that we carmot be sure that

we are talking about is part of the

universe. In order to avoid debating the anti-realist, Amstrong keeps his theorizing

within the stated grounds.

Armstrong's ontology looks a bit like what we would be used to if we have spent
time as or with sckntists. He talks of the laws of nature, and he talks of substances6
( c b , protons, etc.). And with substances and laws, he builds a picture of the world. It

is an easy ontology to grasp intuitively, as we are used to talking about things like tables

aad the things that they do, like f k h g when dropped from the top of a building. We have
mathematical statements which seem to descrii such situations, and we call them 'Taws
ofNature". This is where Armstrong makes a firm commitment which we need to
ponder. He suggests that 'laws of Nature" are universal but not abstract. This must

sound strange to a seasoned philosopher, as the two words are often enough associated
that it may i & d y seem absurd to suggest universality without abstraction too.

The key to understanding Armstrong's views lies in his opinion of abstract objects:
his commitment to the removal of abstracts fiom ontology is total. We have in this
understandingboth the positive direction of his ontological theorizing and the locus of his

criticisms of others. We might see it as a use of Occam's Razor - Amstrong cuts out the

complications of abstract entities m kvour of a simpler view. He is a skeptic with regard

Armstrong, Martin, Place,

P.90

This is loose talk, and it is mine rather than Armstrong's. Armstrong uses the term "state of afhirs" as
a sort ofexample situation. It breaks down to the entities in question and their intmadions
"stuiY(matter, substance - whatever you want to call the ustuff" that is in the universe) and Yaws". I
prefix slightly less rigorous terminology as it aids in gaining a quick understanding (which is all E can
hope to get across, as the writer of a not-todong ovaview).

-

to the abstract, a d his skepticism leads himto take action against the abstract.' This, he

hopes, will leave no room for skepticalquestioning of the theory. Thus "tjghtmxs" is
achieved.

"Law of Nature" is an easy concept to grasp, at least m a W o w way. Why do

masses attract each other? It is a "Law of Nature". We tend to tie mathematics to
concepts in question, a h Newton Armstrong's claim is that there need not be any other
thing in the universe than the masses in question (other than the universe and its particular
space-time fitbric). That is, there aren't masses AND an abstract law waiting for

instantiation, according to Armstrong. The masses just behave in a certain way. We call it
a law because all masses seem to act similarly in this universe. It can be called "universal"

because there is no apparent deviance from the law (anywhere in this universe). However,
we are not entitled to associate this notion with any of the usual Platonic baggage.
Armstrong's ' ' u n i v d " exist only in instantiation - there is nothing over and above the
instantiated law.

Let us demibe a relatively simple situation in what I take to be Armstrongim

terms. Consider table salt (sodium chloride in its solid form). Why does salt dissolve m
water? Ask a chemist. You will be told a story about polarity, bond energies, entropy,
ionization energies, and other technical notiom which go into the explanation of why some
things tend to dissolve in water (or diethyi ether, or oil...) and others don't. The
explanation breaks down to matter (stuff) and laws that govern how matter interacts, each

and every time, in each and every case. To cash this in Armstrong's terms, we have a

'

-

Here we must be carem with our tsminology a gentie skeptic says "Merinvestigating, I'm still not
sure about X, so let's be carell in talking about X" A really hard-ooce skeptic says "After investigating
X, I'm still not sure about it, so id's not count it as knowledge."

categorical property (sohbility) which is reductively explained, the reduction ending with
the most basic laws of nature, the laws governing the interactions of the quarks. From the

quarks we build protom and neutrons, (obeying the Laws in question), and the protons and

neutrons interact in a certain way. Up tbe causal chain we go right to the interaction of
salt and water. The property of solubility is due to properties of the molecules, which are

due to properties of the atom, which are due to properties of quarks, which are
presumably due to the laws of the universe being the way they are and not some other

-YAnother example. Armstrong sees a fragile goblet as composed of certain
molecules arranged in a certain way, and because of the laws of physics, the thing has a
property we call fi.agility, which in Armstrong's view reduces to the molecular and the

nornological. The glass has a certain molecular structure which is easily destroyed. In
Armstrong's ontology, the explanatory work is done at a completely reduced level complex interactions break down to simpler ones, in terms of charge, mass, etc, and the
laws which govern them. There is nothing else to speak of, no extra 'keadiness" in the

glass - "readiness"or "disposition" is an abstract notion which we humans associate with
the categorical properties of the glass. Tbhrkiog in this way, "'kg@"becomes in some

sense an ontologidly superfluous notion. Occam's Razor is invoked, and we are left with

matter and laws. If you want 'YhgUf'' hanging around as well,you are perhaps entitled
to it, but don't think of it as anything over and above the categorid, anything over and

above the physical story.

This ontological program is easily -table

to many scientists, who are m general

perfidy happy to r e k to matter and laws which govern it, without any particular

philosophizing about either entity. (It could be argued that this is what science is all about

- prediction using "laws"rather than explanation of the laws.)

The world is broken down

into things and behaviours of things, whether the relatively "siolple" interaction between
masses (which we name gravity) or the relatively complex interactions of university
students and alcoholic beverages. With such a view we can develop theories about the
world which are predictive of a wide variety of circumstances, and this of course is the
task of science (observation and prediction). Scientists need no more than a set of

equations which are predictive of the outcomes of experiments. The hope is that we' U
find a set or sets of equations which can handle everything we come across. We see
Armstrong as a scientist's philosopher, much as Sir Karl Popper was.
Could ontological philosophy be so easy? All we had to do was banish the
abstract in order to generate a sensible "scientific" picture of the universe? Unfortunately,
things are not so simple. C.B. Martin has developed a case wherein it is hypothesized

that there are some particles of an element heretofore unknown to us (let us call it element
X) floating around on the fiu side of the universe.' These particles have never yet come
into contact with any other types of matter. If there is to be an interaction in the &tare
with, say, the element fluorine, then the statement "Element X will react in an exothermic

W o n with fluork." is either true or false. Martin's suggestion is that Armstrong
cannot agree (or disagree) with the truth of such a statement, for it would imply the
existence of an abstract law
8

-

S
O
-

See Armstrong, Martin, Place p.95

which would make the statemmt true (or fklse).

Annstrong cannot claim that the event itselfmakes the statement true, because the event

has not happened yet. (An epistemic note is well in order: Martin has ccsnuckn
a RusseIlstyle doctrine of so-called "T'ruthmakers" (Russell's term was 'terifiers") into the

example. Martin requires that any statement having a truth-value must correspond to

something in the world, which gives it that truth value. Russell bmd it thus: "...in the
case ofa true belief; there is a fact to which it bas a certain relati~n.."~i do not intend to

suggest that the principle is a bad one; merely that the game ought to be known to all at

the table.)
Annstrong requires that there be a law of nature regarding the interaction in

Martin's hypothetical case. (Ifthere is no law governing any proposed interaction, there
cannot be any such interaction) The Armstrongian law, as non-abstract, needs to have

been instantiated at some point prior to this particular meeting of particles (otherwise we
can't call it a law - laws cannot exist in an abstract way!). Here we find part of

-

Armstrong's explanation of what it is to be a universal but non-abstract law it must be
previousIy instantiated, lest it be abstract, Martin argues that it just could be the case that
there has been no such prior instantiation and yet the statement about element X remains

true. If this is so, then Arrnstrong is in some trouble. 10

Russell, p. 166
Of course, it may NOT have a truth value, just as the proposition Yt will snow tomorrow." might be
amstrued as having no trutb value. I think Martin's anwould be that we ought not cocrfbse the
ontologic (the truth) fiom the epistemic (owknowing it). But there are other aamvers,and a refutation of
Martin's epistemic commitments would also be a refirtation of Martin's case. Epistemology rears its ugly
head again... However, Armstramg accepts the Russellian epistemology (in same or anather guise), so he
has his work cut out fbr him. Additionally, it is difficult to ~ ~ l l c e i of
v ebyiag to amcod an ontology
without acceptance of such an epistemology. A M a n approach, fix instance, is totally out of the
question. Indeed, some or other elemeat of fbundationdism is probably requisite for antologers the
belief that the world gives us infbrmaticm, and that we can theorize abaut the mechanistic aspects of it
seems to be THE key ingredient in what might be considered analytic ontology. Schopenhauer did
ontology too, but his method was much more "internallf' fbarsed you can't call your seminal paper
10

-

-

Armstrong requires prior instantiation so as to remain fiee of abstract laws. His

ontology would be mternally inconsistent if it did not. (One can imagiw a position much

like Amstrong's (stuff and laws) but including abstract laws, in which event, Martin's

-

case is lessdecisive ifwe can utilize the term "law" without requiring instantiation, we
are off the hook of prior instaotiation but onto the hook of abstraction. Thus Armstrong
stands his ground...) Martin's case must be seen as darnaging to Armstrong's ontological

commitments. The requirement of prior-instantiation is fiir fiom acceptable if we agree
that the statement about element X has a truth value.
An effort might be made by a positivist of some form or another, for whom

meaning lies in the method of verification, say. Such a one might argue that as Martin's
case is unverifiable, it is meaningless. In conversation, Martin calls this the "If pigs bad

wings" argument, and his rebuttal is that if pigs had wings they still wouldn't fly. What
does Martin mean? The crux of the issue is skepticism, and I offer here a short digression
on the matter.
Positivists launched a sort of pseudo-empirical philosophy not in hopes of being a

particularly skeptical group, but rather hoping to evode the skeptic with their methods.
The goal was that philosophy could be developed with suf£icient tightness of method that

the skeptical noose could m a sense be slipped. That is, they hoped that positive
philosophy could be done without the skeptic constantly questioning whatever was being
o E d . Why then does Martii the co-te

anti-skeptic, reject their Lines of

thinking? Simply because they cut out more than he is comfortable with. The positivist

"The W a l d as Will and Representationwotherwise! We came neither to praise nor bury Schopenhauer,
nor argue the merits ofanalytic ontology. W e work in the mundane trying to tell a stroy about how the
world would be wirhour us.

-

becomes a *tic

in his attempt to refbte the skeptic. Disllissing things as nonsense, the

positivist is nothing more than a "sense" skeptic! (AJ-Ayer, for instaoce,f b k into this

category). To suggest that a statement bas no meaning because it is not verifiable is to be
skeptical with regard to meaning. Methodology requiring v e d h b i i as the root of

meaning by nature disallows venturing forth with a metaphysical theory.
*

As positive

.

metaphysics cannot be done with such an attitude, Martin dmmsses the positivist.

Martin's line is huly anti-skeptical,the modus o p e d being mote one of
outright dismissal than anything like evasion. The ontologically minded metaphysician is
attempting to build a picture of the world, and at the end of every sentence stands some
form o f skeptic, ready to pounce. What is the defense, then, if positivism cuts out too
much metaphysical meat? We can add some subtlety (and substance) to Martin's antiskeptical stance by borrowing h m Wittgenstein (whom I also consider an anti-skeptic
(though he is skeptical of the skeptic, it seems... is this metaskepticism?)). Wittgenstein
asks, "Doesn't one need grounds for doubt?""and with this question attempts to disniss

the skeptic. For if ow is entitIed to request grounds for belief; we should also require
grounds for doubt, seeing that both have the same epistemic standing. What I mean is
this: if the skeptic thinks his doubts have philosophical power, he must also Rdmit that the

anti-skeptic's doubts (about skepticism) have power as well. It is a philosophic tie. The
skeptic cannot rationally assert that his doubts about the world are more grounded than

-

my doubts about his doubts (unless he has evidence but then he is a scientist tather than a
skeptic.). If this is so, then Martin's case of element X can only be mjected on what turn
out to be purely skeptical grounds (the a q p m n t of 'You can't prove that that's a real
"

Wittgenstien, L. On Certainty, p. 18

case!" Compare this to the logical fallacy of assuming that a lack of evidence for

proposition A is evidence for A's being hkie.), and we are not inclined to be p e d e d by
such

With these considerations in mind, Martin's case appears to stand.

If we agree that Amstrong's stance is admirable but in the end self-destructiveywe
might attempt to keep the good and discard the bad. Armstrong's anti-skeptical stance is

his downfkll, wielding Occam's Razor with such vigor that even his own theory is
rendered helpless. I think tbat Amstrong's intention was to remain i m p e ~ o u to
s the
skeptic, particularly the anti-rpalist (the skeptic with regard to "realist" laws, as it were).

By removing abstracts fiom his ontology, he hoped to weld the seams against skeptical
lines of questioning. This welding is successfuZ and does indeed limit the anti-realist's

a b i i to gain purchase. Having no reason to put forward his skepticism about what we
are talking about when we say '2aw of Nature" or some equivalent thing, the skeptic goes

home empty-banded. However, Amstrong's welding is too seamless - we wind up
disavowing not a skeptical case but just the opposite - a ''miat

this not be me?"

argument rather than a "might this not be false?' argument (the general form of the
skeptical argument). We must therefore endeavour to unfold just a Little bit more of our
skeptic-proof blanket. An obvious avenue of exploration is the acceptance of abstract
objects into ontology, and this is the road I will travel (&omArmstrong's point of view).
(Armstrong is apparently working on a book about Truthmakers, takiog the epistemic
road to re-rendering his ontology. I prefer what Martin calls the "low road" - work in
ontology.)

Martin's Ontology (A Wkent Kind of Tight Attempt)
A candidate successor to Armstrong's is Martin's theory of dispositions and

nmdikstations. Again, let us proceed by example in order to highlight the relevant
concepts. We expect that salt will dissolve in water. Given a teaspoon of salt and a glass
of water, we know what win happen if we put the salt m the water. It will dissolve. It is

no stretch of normal conception to say that the salt is disposed to dissolve in the water. In

Martin-speak, the salt has a disposition we might name "water solubilitf. The
rrmnifestation of the disposition occurs when we actually place the salt in the water. And

here is rhe critical distinction for understad@ Martin's view: the disposition exists
before you ever put the salt in the water. The dry salt has a readiness, if you will, to
dissolve in water. The manifestation of the disposition is the d ' s dissolving. The
manifestation requires both salt and water to be present. The salt and the water are

"reciprocal disposition partners" (the water has a disposition we might name "salt
solvency"). The salt and the water carry independent dispositions, both of which are
mutual partners, both of which must be present for mnifiestation. Water solubility cannot
be demonstrated in turpentine!

The distinction between disposition and manifestation must be clearly understood

before continuing. Our other example fkom before was a crystal goblet. One of the
properties ordinarily attriiuted to a crystal goblet is hgility. We mean by '%agile9' that
the goblet might easily be broken (Translated into Martin-speak: the goblet has a

readiness or d i i s i t i o n for breaking.) If our goblet fidk h m a table, it accelerates under
the force of gravity and smashes into innumerable pieces upon contact with the ceramic

tile floor. The madkstation of hgility is the destruction of the glass. The ceramic floor

is tbe reciprocal disposition partner for the manifestation of the hgility.I2 The hgility

exists at all times, right up to the point that the glass actually breaks.

The disposition to break is terminated at the time of breaking. The disposition of
dynamite to explode is terminated at the time of exploding. Compare: The disposition of

salt to dissolve is temporarily blocked when it dissolves. One can let the water evaporate
h m the glass, getting soluble salt again, but one cannot put dynamite back together

"post-manifestation", nor stick a goblet back together once smashed (without

-

glassblowing in a sense making a new goblet, but let us not pick nits). In some sense,
the disposition for solubility does not end (unless the salt "ends") whereas the disposition-

line for explosion or breakage (-)

does end with the first d s t a t i o n . (Other

dispositions are neither blocked nor destroyed when manitiest - the stability of a bridge, for
mstance, might be said to numifiest when a heavy truck goes across, then once the truck is
across, the dispositional state (wn-manifest) is 'kestored".)
Dispositional theory is reductionistic, and for all the chemists out there (of which I

am one), we can if we so desire (and I think we should desire this) explain the disposition
of salt to dissolve in water via our notions of electromagnetics and thermodynamics. But

surely a dispositional picture is available here too. We can break down molecular
behaviour into dispositions ifwe want to conceive of the world in that way. Charge is a
dispositional sort of thing, for instance. In a very real sense, "charge"is best s u m up

as a concept we apply to entities which H e s t certain behaviours under certain
conditions. That is, charge madiests itselfwhen the relevant dispositioaat partners are

'*

Obviously, this is a bit simplistic 'Ihereare many amditions which must be met fa the manifistation
of !?agility. The glass must hit hard enough, and possibly at the right angle, thus the 111 dispositional

provided (ie. an electric fieid). Electronegativity, electron afbity, atomic radius, all of

these thiags are dispositbd characteristics. Silicon, tbr imtance, does not (is not
disposed to) form very strong pi bonds because it is too big to do so successfully. These

sorts of dispositions may depend on other, lower level dispositions, of course.

Bringing together relevant dispositional partners yields some sort of madiestation,
which m turn may generate new disposition lines. T have dispositions different from those
of a rock, though I am made up ofthe same things - protons, neutrons, and electrons. The
madiestation of some dispositions yields new dkpositiOns (human beings' disposition to
gain new dispositions fits this description).

Martin says that there is only one level of reality. I think a rewording of that
would be that all dispositions are equally ontologically footed, from the more simple

quantum bebeviour of electrons to my (more complex) insatiable desires for beer and
pipa From the simpler dispositional property of charge up to the more complex

dispositional property of kiness - all are equally ontologic. Name a property?you've

most likely named a man3estation And under the manifestation are the dispositional
partners-

The key to this theory is that dispositions (or readhesses) are real; the prime units
of ontology, and marSestation occurs when reciprocal disposition partners are provided.

This is Martin's view in its p b s t clothes. We will dress it up more as we proceed.

d-ption
must include all ofthese firctors, This in itself is not a problem, but would complicate the
example unnecessarily.

Discussion of Martin and Armstrong
It cannot be over-emphasizedthat Martin and Armstrong are both realists. They

happen to be different types of realists, however, and it is worth spelling this out. Martin
considers udkposition" to be the prime unit of the world W e can contrast this slightly

puzzling view with Armstrong's, who, I believe, is better called a substance realist believing m substauce (what we might ordim*&call b"matter'")as the prime unit. For
Armstrong, there must be a something at the bottom of the causal chain, and the

suggestion that the something is a disposition is not acceptable. So we have two died-inthe-wool realists, but their conceptions ofthe universe are indeed very different.

From a perspective such as Armstrong's, the whole of Martin's work might be
viewed as epistemology; conception-orientedrather than world-oriented. Uaderstandiog

this element of Armstrong's stance is absolutely critical. For Armstrong, abstracts are
superfluous, playing no role in the causal stories we want to tell (and thus cut out by
Occam's Razor). Martin rejects this claim in high style, countering with the proposal that
at the lowest level, each of Armstrong's "categorical properties" is m fact logically
identical with a particular disposition. If this is indeed the case, we cannot differentiate

between the categorical and the dispositional, cannot c k i m dispositions to be an

cbepistemicentity"while categorical properties remain b'ontologic". Armstrong can
attempt to reject this claim on the grounds that categorical is not what drives the system it's merely a concept we associate with the behaviours we witness.

Of course the notion of wdispositions","intrinsic readiness", or "intrinsic
capabilities" C'capacities" as N. W g h t likes, etc.), is exactly the kind of thing
Armstrong worked to avoid. And o w can see his reasons. It kn 't clear just what it is to

be a

potential". Martin takes the tenn at face &, ignoring the epistemic confusion

brought on by it. "Disposition" is unobsemable in principle. What we see are
of dispositions. Not only are we dealing in unobservab1es, but perhaps the

-tiom
worst kind.

Look at the problem this way. We might ask what it is that makes a chair "real".

-

What is the answer that it's "theren? Well, the same concepts ought to apply to a
potential, it would seem, but the concept does not avail itsewto such workings. While one

may be tempted to ask what is 'bred" about the readiness of salt to dissolve, a person
like Armstrong might claim that unlike "chair", "potential" by its very concept or nature is

an abstract notion. There just are no "potentials" in the room, m any real sense. There is
a chair (some matter), sure,but no "potentials",not in any non-abstract way. That we can
conceive of potentials is irrelevant.

They aren't a rnxessary part of the causal story ( h r n

Armstrong's point of view. Conversely, if we accept Martin's assertion of identity of the
categorical and dispositional, we cannot do without potentials.).

W e have found the hinge on which this argument turns, so to speak. For some,the
notion of a real potential will be quite clear and indeed the foundation of ontology. For
others, 'keal potential" will remain mind-dependent - epistemic rather than ontoiogic.

W e also find m this corner of the debate (the comer of abstradconcrete laws and
such) a place where Martin's theory is hard to gmsp for many. Martin has no "Laws of

Naturenover and above dispositional interactions. The ''laws" we are used to are built up
out of dispositional interactions. Thus, all things with "mass" disposition lines affect each
other gravitationally. The "law of gravity" is then the "law of behaviour of things with the
property of mass". Martin has no need for M e r laws above what might be called

''dispositional laws".I3 This might seem a b a d point, but the less codixsion we generate
in our wake' the better.
Perhaps more important than our grasp ofArmstrong's ontology is our familiarity
with his clear-cut separation of the ontological and the epistemological. This is an

a ~ h k a b l ething and warrants more attention than it seems to have received. Amstrong's
anti-abstract stauce is rerm'niscent of Sir Karl R Popper's W c a t i o n criterion for the
scientific. Popper's demarcation of science I%omwn-science may or may not be
acceptable, but at the very least it provided a) a clear definition. and b) something to
workfiom (ifwe do indeed reject '%lsificationisn").

That is, we have been bequeathed

grounds h m which to work. Armstrong gives us similar things: we have a definite

border for the acceptable, and with that comes characterizable philosophizing about
ontology (whether the r e d s are acceptable or not). I have a genuine soft-spot for
Armstrong's approach, though I am a disciple of Martin's. I think Mattin's case of

-

element X is decisive it shows Armstrong's ontology to be futile. And yet Armstrong's
approach seems intuitively correct to me. This seeming paradox leads me to wonder
about the whole enterprise of ontology. We have on o w hand a methodology we Like -

-

talk about things that are in the world if you want to talk ontology and on the other

hand, a seemingly failed ontology c d e d upon just that foundation. How could things go

so wrong?

"D.H.Mellor has put f m w d a dispositional view which includes laws of nature as well. However, I
think he merely wants to call dispositional interactions the "laws". A view containing laws as very
scparatt fiaa dispc&iobs would be strange inMaps the laws control the dispositions? But then
we need laws to control the laws. This regress is as unnecessary as it is silly, and Mellor must surely
know this.

On the h e of it, Amstrong's anti-abstract intuition seems like a very reasonable

stance. If you want to develop a theory about how the universe works, it seems fhir to
suggest that you keep your discussion on things that are indeed in the universe, This

stance makes perkct sense, but things cannot quite end there, ofcourse. What Armstrong
is explicitly against are abstract objects. Is this m x r m d y what we have to believe? It
seems so clear on an intuitive level what abstract objects are (something comprehemie

but perhaps not realizable in any concrete form?), but when one really tries to spell it out,
one winds up saying silly things (or at least, I do). This is perhaps the problem

-

Armstrong also has f i c u l t y with the abstract, and this generates within him a sort of
skepticism with regard to it. I have tremendous sympathy for Armstrong's commitments,
and even though I think the previously mentioned case damages Armstrong's particular

ontology beyond repair, I think the commitments Armstrong puts on the table are
admirable enough that while we may decide against his theory, we ought to take a look at
others fiom his point of view. It is only $ir that we have approached Martin's theory
fiom Armstrong's perspective.
What are we to say of dispositions m response to Amstrong's challenges (of
abstraction at best and nonsense at worst)? In the first place, we must decide whether
dispositions are indeed abstmct, that is, whether they fall hither or yon under Armstrong's
demarcation criterion in the first place. Spatio-temporality seems to be the "staudard" of
abstraction. Unfbrhmately, it is not all that clear what a non-spatio-temporal entity might
be like, so the standard is itselfobscure. Proceedingvia example is no real help -

suggesting that things like tables are indeed spatiotemporal does mt in any way rule out
that dispositions are also spatiotemporal. Likewiseysuggesting that God is not

spatiotemporal will not prove that dispositions are also m t spatiotempod Some other
approach is clearly needed.
We first need a better definition of "abshact" if Armstrong-style metaphysical
commitments are to carry weight. One such might be K Campbell's o f f i , his

suggestion being that the abstract is '%hat is got before the mind by an act of
ab~traction".'~This apparently vacuous definition is actually worth some attention. I
think Campbell is standing precariously between Martin and Armstrong. I believe

Martin'sbk*

of epistemology and ontology comes out something like this: if we can

clearly conceive of something, and the something seems to fit into a picture of the world,
thioking it a part of the world is a reasonable step (though not a logically necessary step that we can conceive of pink elephants is no indicator that they exist in the e x t d world.

And yet, it may indeed be an indicator that pialagss and elephants DO exist m the external
world.). Conception is a sufficiency criterion, we might say. Armstrong is a bit tighter, a
bit more hard-headed in his realism. That we can conceive of something means very little

to Armstrong in terms of the ontological significance of that particular concept. Perhaps
Campbell's "act of abstraction" allows us just enough room to maneuver - perhaps we
need not suggest that dispositions are nonspatio-temporal merely because they are got

"
n
"
before the mind by .

Under Campbell's definition, imagkd chairs are

abstract, but chairs are not, and as we are able to imagine dispositions as the underlying

feature of all that there is, we might be entitled to think they are indeed par of the world.
This may strike some as word-play, but our fiuther philosophizing depends very much on
clearing some of this stuff up.

l4

Campbell, p.35 1

How much fkher fiom Campbell's definition do we need to go? Clearly, the nononsense Atmstrongkm approach will keep us "in the universe"

(in the realm of space and

time), but it isn't clear to me that allowing abstract objects (under Campbell's definition) is
going to put us "out of the universe7'(take that, skeptical dogs!). I tend to think that this
slightly less technical definition gets a bit more mileage than the sCandard, and helps us
along a bit with our thinkhg. Given Campbell's definition we might just slip Ar~nstrong's

noose and find ourselves able to develop a ."
'

ontology which does not

nmnediately MIvictim to anti-reahm The anti-realist gains more purchase on abstract
entities like laws of nature, or dispositions, than can be gained on the utterly concrete, like

tables and chairs. Thus, to ward off the anti-realist, we must, like Armstrong, remain

firmly "in the universeyy,
but unlike Armstrong7we must allow some sort of "less concrete"
entity into the picture, be it abstract laws of nature or dispositions.
Incidentally, I assume that Martin's talk of c 4 ~ s i t i o n - l i n eis~aymove
y
in

-

ccArmstrong's"direction lending more concrete spatio-temporality to dispositions by the
imaghhg of an infinite web of real potentials in space-time. This seems more Wre a

conceptual scheme than anything else - a proposal for the undemtadhg of an ''idkite
web of interaction potentials". c'Disposition-lines" are a way of thinking about
dispositions. This brings us to an interesting thought-junction- Ought we propose some
sort of anti-realism with regard to dispositions? I think not. This would make for an
exciting aIbeit rather strange approach. I think beginring an ontological project with

something best regarded as a conceptual tool rather than as ''real" is a rather large step m
the wrong direction. The idea of ontology is to give a theory of what there is, not merely

a theory outlining one possiile way to conceive of what there is (which,to reiterate, is
what Amstrong would be justified in thinkiog Martin has done).

We generate ways of talking about the world which we hope correspond to the
world, and Armstrong, slightly more skeptical of our ability to keep ontology and
epistemology clearly delineated, is not sure that we can expect good correspondence

unkss we m d o r ourselves at every step, always on the lookout for the a b b which
might be our d o M Martin on the other hand is happy to talk about the dispositional, a
concept which seems relatively easy to grasp clumsily (the concept of ''potential"), but
more or less ignores the episternically upsetting character of dispositions. That is, he
ignores the p o s s i that dispositions might be nothing more than a good way of talking

about the world (without wcessarily corresponding to any element of b'~ealitf3.'5This
possibility, which might properly be called dispositional anti-realism, seem like a
contender to people like Amstrong. Now, Armstrong is w anti-maht, but the possibility
that Martin's work might be cast ia an anti-realist light (over Martin's dead body) is

enough to make Armstrong think twice. And it should make us all think twice. After all,

if dispositional anti-realisa is possibly correct, the dispositional realist carmot expect to
easily prove that what he is tallcing about is part of reality. (Martin would suggest that he

doesn't have to prove that - it's just not part of the game).
This is skeptical talk, sure enough. We must decide how much skepticism is the

right amount for the ontologically W e d philosopher. Armstrong's more skeptical
position seerns to d

e sense, yet it also leads to untenable metaphysics.

Martin's

- -

'' Martin argues that one m n d give a coherent stay about the world around us without using something
akin to potentials. Even if this is corred,which many argue, we still owe arrsleves the clearest idea
possible about them.

position is more open-minded about what kinds of things to think of as "reaP', but because
o f this, the anti-madkt gets a foothold in Martin's work that is unavailable m Armstrong's.

I f we were to suggest that the anti-realist canmt gain as much purchase in
Armstrong's world as in Martin's, we may be reminded once more of Schopenhauer.

Meed,it may seem that Armstrong's skeptical stance puts him well within the walls o f
the fortress, and prevents him from sallying forth. Martin's tolerances are perhaps not as
tight as Amstrong's, but at least he bas room to maneuver w i t h the conceptual

he provides. My sympathy and intuition go with Armstro~~g,
but in the end, a

-work

stance more like Martin's, a stance more open to the abstract (still under Campbell's

-

definition Martin would never claim that dispositions are not spatio-temporal!),a less
skeptical stance, seems to be necessary.

Martin's Theory Proper
I f we grant tbat Martin's theory is promisjng, we need to look into it for details we
have not yet discussed, We can call Martin a property theorist whose theory has one
substance. That substance is space-time. Everything else, all the tables, people, dogs, the

-

Aurora B o d eveqthhg else is to be thought of as property events in space-time.

This is at &st an anti-intuitive view, but it mxhidy has its charm as welL
Physicists tell us tbat electrons have such properties as mass, charge and quantum
spin. However, electrons do not have such properties as structure or radius. This seems

utterly bafEng if we are committed to a view of the universe in which we expect to chop

tables down to little hard atoms which cannot be chopped fhther but which still exhibit

familiar properties we having a s k ) . Such "intuitiventhoughts become less intuitive
when we are forced to give an account of what such atoms might be like. Form without
structure seems like a dEcult proposition, and stnrcture indicates an ability to be fUrther

broken apart. Thus, assuming that there is some final substance which shares a lot of
properties with the medium-sized day-to-day things we are used to is probably a bad thing
to do. It will be difficult to tell a story of about a little ball which has mass and size but
cannot be broken into anything smaller. Equally difEcult would be a story about a little

''ball" which has mass but no size. And this is just what an electron is. Assuming that
'%hgs9' break down into littler "things" is not going to work. Assuming that ''things"

break down into properties is a better approach, and more a more natural fit with the
science we believe.

I f we embrace the notion of property being of the fhdammtal order, then the f k t
that an electron occupies no measurable space is a bit less p u d n g . After all, ifan

e h o n is merely compresent charge, mass, aad spin, we ought not expect it to be
anything else. Taking properties as the base unit m ontology ectually ckars up some

conceptual problems.

Emerg-

Non-primitive properties (like whiteness, which depends on some photons being

around. Compare with charge - charge "just is") are going to be cast as "emergent" (that
is, they are not redmile merely to some concatenation of "lower level" properties).

Primhive properties, Wre charge, are not emergent. (Or perhaps they ought to be
considered the most emergent...emerging fiom the fabrc of space-time itself.)

If this sounds like a strange approach, think for a moment on what an
emergemeless metaphysics would be like. We might, for example, be constricted to

believing that ail properties of complex entities are somehow "extracted" fiorn the matter
of which those entities are composed (after all, we don't want properties ' ~ p p i n g "into
being if we are against emergence!). Martin has called this the "pipeline" view of

causality. Every effect has its cause, and for those causes (the Aristotelian Efficient

Cause), we would have to Iook into the quark in each case. While it is surely acceptable
to suggest that the properties oE say, my hand, are properties of matter, and all matter
rnade of quarks, it may seem odd to suggest that all the properties of my hand are

properties of quarks. What does this amount to? It can be taken two ways, one foolish,

the other serious. The foolish way is to read literally, and think that a wn-emergence
metaphysician is coostrained to believing that quarks are four inches across and brownish
pink. Rather, what the wn-emergence metaphysician must be after is a view that hands

come about by sticking molecules together, and that thus, whatever properties hands have,
certain groupmgs of molecules also have. Molecules are made h m atoms, and atoms
fiorn quarks, so everything reduces down to properties of quarks. But this explanation
does not go fkr enough.

The question which needs focusing is "What is the story of how do bands come by

the properties they do?" W
i
t
h this in mind, we see that the non-emergence campaigner
must answer in term of certain groups of matter having some characteristics (like skin,
let's say) and other groups other characteristics(like fktty tissue). We need to tell a nonemergence story of how this can be.

W e can begin the explanation by putting quarks together to make a proton, and

then work our way up. If we can give all of the proton's properties in terms of properties
of quarks, we might be able to go right up through atoms to molecules to proteins to

bands. However, I am not sure that we can do this with a clear conscience. One property
of protons is that they have a dipole moment, due to the configuration of the charges in
the quarks. (A set of charges revolving about an axis wiU tend to orient itselfin a

magnetic field, due to the magnetk field generated by the moving charges.) Quarks
themselves have no dipole moment. Is the dipole moment of protons to be constructed as
a property ofquarks m a certain arrangement? The answer is yes and no. We can, with a
straight k,
suggest that because protons are nothing but quarks, then properties of
protons are properties of groups of quarks. And here we might find the "w" part ofour
answer. The grouping seems to be of utmost importance, metaphysically speaking. This

is not bad, per se, but it isn't clear how we can say that no 'hew" property has been found;

that the property of dipole moment is somehow in each quark.

Consider what we will say about other properties of the proton. Its mass is the
cumulative mass of its constituent quarks. No 'hew" property there. Charge of the
proton? Cumulative charge of the quarks. Again, nothing new. Yet when we consider
dipole moment, we find a property never exhibaed by the constituents of the proton (when

they are alone, in an "unbound" state) and we are therefore at a loss when it comes to
d e s c r i i the relation of this property (of the whole) to the comtituents (of the whole),

other than to say that when they get together (as a whole), they exhibit the property.

(And this I take to be something like Martin's view. His suggestion is that the property of
dipole moment L a new property, not to be found in any particular quark, but that it is

indeed a property of quarks nonetheless. Let us unravel this, for it at first appears to be
nonsense. Remember that Martin is committed to the identity of disposition and
'woperty" at the base level. Thus Martin is forced to use the two words rather
interchangeably, and this is not to his advantage when dealing with the uninitiated. Martm
would prefer to say that quarks carry the disposition (and thus the "property") for dipole

moment, but they do not themselves (or rather, alone) d e s t dipole moment. The
property is madksted only by groups of quarks. Thus Martin's view can seem confUsing,
seeming to claim both that something is and is not the case. In re-,

we just need to

keep crisp the disposition~manifkstationdemarcation, This is a subtle view, and I think it
will take one W e r than any other. Unfortunately, it is also very confusing if words like

"property" are not used with utmost care. It is not a novice-fiiendly theory.)
It is critical to understand that we are not missing the reductive explartation for

dipole moment: we know why the property occurs. What we are missing is a way to
extract the property &om the individual quarks, and this is exactly what is required by the

mn-emergence campaign. l6

l6 In issues like this, we may need to decide a hentofore largely ignared issue in metaphysics: is there a
d i e e n c e between a zero-valuedproperty and an absence ofproperty? Yuri Balashov argues
convincinglythat there is a diThe relevance to our debw is that if we view quarks as having a
dipole moment that measures zero, we can, in some sense suggest that dipale moment is a property of
quarks. However, I think Balashov's paper shows that quarks are rightly viewed as not having the

The proton's dipole moment is best seen as a 'W property (that is, a property
not demonstrated by the quarks constitutive of the proton in question). Can it be
*

.

lnamtamedby the mn-emergence metaphysicianthat the dipole moment of a proton is a
"new" property and yet stin a property of individual quarks? The answer must be ''No."

on the simple grounds that such a belief makes no sense. We cannot rationally attriibute a
property to an entity wbich never exhibits the property and which we have good reason to

think cannot exhibit it (whereas the dispositional emergentist can rationally attribute the
disposition to form a b o d state with all its associated properties). The non-emergence

metaphysician must then accept that a new property has been found, and must explain this.
However, ifthe property is 'hew" and is to be construed as a property of groups of

quarks (as it must be, given the arguments presented above), then we m e talking about

emergence. What does this amount to? The proton's properties are not anything over

and above the properties of quarks in a bound state (emergence is not a "magical"
doctrine, where properties "pop out of nowhere"). The "new" property of "dipole
moment" is identical with some property of bound quarks BUT it is also a property that
the quarks themselves do not possess, and thus the epithet "Emergent Property" is

applicable. This is all "emergence" need meaa

The foregoing is my opinion, and perhaps mine alone. As parenthetically
mentioned above, Martin has advised me that he fmls that we are better off suggesting

that dipok moment is a property of quarks, and that the property "emerges" when the
quarks are brought together m a bound state. As "dipole moment" is a disposition
propty at all, as quarks do not break down into finther entities which do have dipole moments. There is
no reason to suggest that quarks have a dipole moment,and Occam's Razor is rightly applied here. And

generated by the grouping of the quarks, I can see the philosophical value of such

thinlbng, but I think it generates more confirsionthan the view presented above. That is to
say, I wodd prefix to say that dipole moment is m fsct not a property of quarks, but that it
emerges when quarks are bound. I am aware that this violates logical stricture m that
disposition and p r o m are logically identical (and therefore it is self-contradictoryto say

that quarks have a disposition for dipole moment but not the property itself. ) but since not
everyone is willing to talk disposition/menifestationtalk, it may be easier in the long run to
loosen things a bit, ifonly as a sort of temporary teaching guide.
I understand that a theory of emergence s h d a r to the one I am propounding may
be problematic m that we might be asked to explain where the property of dipole moment

"comes hm", if it isn't a property of quarks (whereasMartin does not have to explain

this. Philosophically, Martin's talk has more power.). I think the best answer is that it
emerges at the same time the quarks are bound, and that it is a property of the group

which is manifksted because of the dispositions of the quarks. We have the reductive
explanation for why the property is found with the particular group, and nothing more is
required.
No matter which version of emergence is accepted (and I think one can distill the

same essence fiom either), it can be seen that an emergenceless metaphysics will be a
difficult and, as Martin says, "exciting and daring ontology."

There is another case in physics which may end argument over whether

emergence is a necessary addition to any theory. The oscillation of neutrinos between
electron, mu, and tau fornrs may be indicative that a mn-emergcemetaphysic is wrong-

of course, to suggest that the proton's exhibiting of dipole moment is indicative ofquarks having the

headed. It seems that the properties of any given neutrino can change, aed the change is
not due to a rearrangement of anything internal, as there is nothing ' W e " a neutrino to
rearrange. Simply put, if the neutrino is structureless, an argument &omc o n c a t d o n is
simply not available. What story could be told? If there is no structure to the entity

involved, then "concatenation" is out of the question when discussing the properties of the

lone entity, and the upshot of this is that the non-emergence metaphysician bas no grounds
&omwhich to argue. If something can m e s t different properties without any m t d
reamngement, then a reductive story without emergence will be unable to grip the
situation.
This case is still at the hypothetical stage, as we stilllolow very little about

neutrinos. For the case to be decisive, the oscillation of properties needs to be truly

intrinsic, and that means we must rule out the possiiility that neutrinos have only one "set"
of properties, the manifestations of which we are confirsed about. We need for some
neutrino to be "caught in the act" of madiesting differing properties at different times,

under experimental conditions known to be the same in both cases, and we have to lmow

that nothing about the neutrino changed except its dispositions for certain minifiestatiom.
That is, we need to h o w that neutrinos have no interchangeable bits and pieces which can
afkct the behaviour of the whole. No concrete picture can be devised to d e s c n i such a
situation, and thus reduction will fXL (Thisis d o g o u s to the explanation of an
electron's quantum spin. The k t is, we don't know what the electron is doing, we only
know that it is a -tic

effect. This case alone provides diflicuh chewing for someone

who would argue against property emergence- Electrons are not made up of quarks, or of
property is merely begging the question.

anything else, as fkr as we know. How is it that they manage a magnetic e m ? We call it
"spin" because if an electron did reaily spin, it would set up a dipole if it took up any space
(which it doesn't in the h t place). The fact is, we don't know what quantum spin is, and
don't have a reductive story for it.)

Neutrino oscillation might seem a longshot case m that it will be years before
anything decisive can be said, end even then, as Popper warned us, we can't be totally sure

(everything is Wfible). However, ifreasonably conclusive evidence is found (and some
would argue that it has been, of course), the non-emergence metaphysicians will have to
concede that properties can arise which are not due to concatdons of the constituents
of the entities in question.

Once we embrace an ontology of properties without substance, we can open our
minds to the possibility that while concatenation of '=tal"

property d r s is a

way to generate "new" properties, it is not the case that those properties must somehow
reside in the fbdamental units (or, with Martin's view, that anything above the
dispositions must reside in the hchmmtal units). In looking at examples &omphysics,
we see problems with the concepts required for the pipeline view.
Given the above considerations,emergence is not as strange as it first sounds. It is
the necessary upshot of a property-founded ontology, and does not imply a nowreductive

metaphysic. The new properties generated are just part of the rmdiestation of the
reciprocal dispositional partners in question (and it just so happens that the H e s t a t i o n
has its own special new dispositions).

Caudoll

Martin's depth of development can be found in his burgeoning theory of causality
in g e n d The dispositional view with its mutual nmnifiestation partmm does away with
age-old epistemic concerns about causation. We need no longer be concerned over the

seeming gap m time between a cause and an e&a, nor do we need to worry about
whether or not they are separable events (if there is no gap in time). That is, d e s t a t i o n

-

(of whatever sort we can be talking about the manifest property of rolling a can of beet
down a ramp or of an electron bemg "captured" by a fluoride ion.) occurs exactly when

-

the reciprocal partners are brought together that's what -station

is. Any other

-

e f f i t s can be seen as just that effcts in a causal chain which was initiated by a single
xmnifiestation event.
'Cause and effect" as such, become outmoded (Armstrong's Razor again!). We

need only talk m terms of dispositions and manifestations Thus the "cause," of a glass

breaking is that the relevant mutual madiestation partmm were brought together. The
glass madiests its h g i k y exactly when the partners interact. The entire event is of

-

course not instantaneous the other dispositional properties of the glass make it such that

the event takes some time.
Even such things as so-called action-at-a-distance are untroubling, as no preestablished physical parameters for causal interaction have been set. W e s t a t i o n need

not occur in a proximity-dependent fashion This may be of d c a l importance in the

quantum realm, which is where 1 would now like to turn-

Part 3 The Fitting
It is my intention m this section of the paper to lay out some experhnents &om

physics in dispositional form. My hope is that even in the most ontologically convoluted

form (which we may or may not embrace), quantum mechanics conundruos can be dealt
with by a pre+stabljshed -physical

system of dEciint strength. In order for a

metaphysical approach to be honest, it should deal with the toughest material available. If
"the truth" tums out to be less exotic than bas been suggested, we& all the better. Thus,

as w e proceed, I shall attempt to give more than o w explanation, more than one

interpretation of results, not necessarily fighting for what I deem to be the correctness of
any particular one, but to show the ontological map, as it were.

The Double Slit

There is a h u s experiment (or rather group of experkats) known as the
double-slit, or intdrence experbent, which goes as follows. One might build an

apparatus such as the one m figure 1. It consists of a source of "particles",a wall with
two closeabie slits, and a detector of some sort on the fiir side. It might be done with a

lightbulb, the "particles"in question being photons, a cardboard wall, and a photographic
plate. It can be done with electrons easily, and also with atoms, like dver, for instance.

The apparatus will vary somewhat, but the principle and the results are the same in the
relevant ways.
Figure 1.

I

INTERFERENCE
A m R N ON
SCREEN

DEE-OR
SOURCE SLITIED
WAIL

PARTICLE
DETECTOR
(OFF)

What happens is that ifone ushnesn the source at the wall, with both slits open, an

interference pattern develops on the detector at the far end. This is iodicative of a wave
phenomena (the waves difEact at each slit, and interfere on the opposite side of the source

- canceling each other out in some areas (nodes), doubling the ampaolplitude in others
(antinodes).

This is remarkable. Immediately we begin to speculate about the nature of the
'~articles"in question. Are they somehow also waves?" But enough of this. The
interesting part of the experiment is also the mind boggling part. If the source is '%uned
downyy,that is, if it emits only a few particles per hour, say, the interfkence pattern still
appears. It seems as though each atom knows where the others have gone; that the
c ' ~ t i o waves"
n
still exist somehow, OR that each "particieY'goes through both holes,

difEacting and interfering with itself!
To clear things up, we can put a detector m the slits to find out which hole the
particle goes through. (Rather, turn on a detector that has so far been dormant - we
wouldn't want to drastically change the experimental arrangement by putting in new
'physical" components - we must change the system as little as possible.) Indeed, as we
intuitively suspect, the atom (electrons, photons) do go through only one hole. We can
finti them if we turn the detector o n But if we do this, the interference pattern goes away!
See figure 2 on the following page.
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Of course,DeBroglie is way ahead ofus on this me, having already proved that all masses have a
wavelength. In some sense, the rest of this paper can be viewed as attempting to sort out what DeBroglie
found. More wit1 be said as we proceed.

Figure 2. The apparatus with particle detector m slits (tuwdon).

This experiment led physicists and phiIosophers into a muddle. Roughly spiking,

ifyou h k for a particle, you iind one,and ifyou don't, you get a wave. Very roughly
speakiog, when one observes the atoms, one somehow seemingly removes the wavey
nature.

The Copenhagen Interpretation
Enter the Copenhagen Inteqmtation of the Schrodinger Equation- We are given
by quantum mec-

a fimction ( d s @ h g the Schrodinger Equation) which seems to

indicate the probability of finding a particle in any given place (when the equation is
solved for position), and nothing more. But when we look, or " o ~ e a ~system,
'
we

find particles rather than probabilities. "Reality" occurs, so to speak, when we observe.
hnediately, two possiiilitks spring to mind One is that the Schrodinger equation does

not fuYr describe the world (that QM is somehow incomplete). The second possibility is
that the Schrodinger equation desmi'bes the world before measurement occurs. The
Copenhagen Interpretation embraces the latter belief (The former idea was held on to by
realists like Einstein, who never accepted the Copenhagen Interpretation. Unfortunately,

Einstein d Bohr were never to find a middle ground. Perhaps we can.)

The business of f k h g particles only when we iook is construed as S h e collapse
of the wave hction" (the idea is known as the von Neumarm postdate); we literally
create 'YeaWy" when we stick our noses in. Before we observe a quantum system as
simple as an electron in a box (officially, an electron m a potential well - some or other
environment which Ctiap~n
the electron by o&ring a place of low potential energy relative
to neighboring places - thus, a "box"), the electron's existence (ontologic) is thought to be
descnifirIZy in terms of probabii. In some sense, the electron is not '%ere'' until we
look for it, and when we do look for it, it sort of "pops" into existence. "The Observer" is

-

born. "Reality" occurs as we take measurements until then, or@ probability exists,
according to the doctrine.

Such thinlring is obviously a radical departme &om previous "scientifk* pictures,
starting pertraps with Democritus' ontology of atomic substmces.

A d of course, this

departure is the point of contention. There are two main camps of opponents here, we
might call one the ontologic camp and the other the episternic. The ontologic camp might
argue that such a radical departure h m c'cMtf' is unded for d ought not be

accepted - that we should direct our efforts at developing a less bipure or abstract view of

the universe. Occam's Razor might be appealed to, with the claim being tbat we should
stick to the simple if possi'ble. The downfall of this style of argument is that a

"scien~callyminded" person would require evidence prior to makiug any declarations
about unraveling the mysteries of nature. The argument, Y'm real& sure nature isn't fid
of weird abstract d.
just"
won't do, and there is no other argument available." The
grounds supplied for doubting rely on something akin to an induction - everything we've

seen has certain properties or structure, so everything must have certain properties or
structure (even when we're not looking at it!). The h h c y of such thinking need not be
pointed out. Hard-core particle-realists will ofcourse protest that I have understated their
case,

I do not believe I have. We have no right to tell the universe how it must be.

The second camp offers a slightly different approach, more epistemologically
oriented A philosopher can point her finger at this stage, and say "The Copenhagen
Interpretation is just skepticism with regard to pre-nmsurement reality!", and m y have.

Indeed, this style of criticism may carry more philosophic weight than our ontological
concern (which is based on "the world we're used to"; a veiled appeal to Occam.).
It

There may be an argument which utilizes Occam's razor, but we have to decide whether the
Cogenhagen Interpretaim or some other interpretaim is "simpler" and ofcourse "shple" is open to
defining as well. But theis is a serious issue which will be dealt with in the text.

-

Does the Copenhagen Interpretation fall victim to our anti-skeptical argumemts? I
tend to think not, because there is in h t ground for doubt (other than the punling
experiments etc.), and it runs like this. O r m y , we are used to think@ of physics

equations as giviug us the fun description of reality. For iostance,Newton's law F-ma
requires that a force be equal to a mass multiplied by an acceleration, and that's just what

a force is. And ifthere are things called forces, and they are part of the world around us

(that is, if our equation is telling us something about the world) then the Schrodinger
equation should tell us what is going on m the world because it does the same sorts of

things other equations do; it represents the world just as the other equations do. With this

in mind, we have reason to think that ''reality" is going to be something unorthodox m this

-

situation after aU, we have an unorthodox equation (compared to Newton's equations,
that is).

On top of all this fancy philosophizing, the double slit seemingly vindicates the
Copenhagen sort of thinking. "Particles" are found only when "The Observer" sticks his

beak in - the rest of the time, we get wave behaviour, presumably because the electron
exists io a strange wavey state; a state d e s c r i i by the Schrodinger equation.

The Copenhagen Interpretation makes some sense, and to be fhir to Bohr, von
Neumann, and others, no other theory seemed to make more sense at the time this was all
being wrangled with. But this Copenhagen thinking does give rise to certain ''reality

paradoxes", the most famous being "Scbrodinger's Cat9'19,which goes like this. We put a
cat m a container (like a cardboard box) with a device, the activation of which depends on

the spontaneous decay of a certain atom The fimction ofthe device is to kill the cat. I f
-

19

-

The paradox was proposed by Schrodinger, unhappy with the Copenhagen ontology.

the atom decays, poison is released, and ifnot, mt. The paradox is that until we observe
the cat, it seems to exist in a strange state of being W-alive and half'-dead= the

mathematics of quantum mechanics does not allow us to say anything about the cat except
that it exists in a h

y state called a superposition. It m a state of superposition of being

alive and dead. Neither alive nor dead, nor neither, nor both, as it has sometimes been

de~cll'bed.2~
We can also descrii the wave-aspect (result) of the double slit experbent a s a
superposition(unless we detect the particles - "Obse~e"them). The "particles" m

question are in a superposition of going through both holes. They actually go through

neither. And yet they do. Get it? Nor do I. Nor does anybody. Udortuoately, nobody
knows how to describe a superposition any better than that. In the words of Cambridge

physicist D. Lindley, discussing the notion of quantum spin, "It's not so much that we
really know what we mean when we say an electron is both up and down but at the same

thne neither really up nor down, it's just that we've grown a Linle $miliar with the idea,
and since we don't have much of an idea what an electron looks like in the first place, it's

perhaps a little easier to accept without protest that it can inhabit a weird and indescnible
state. But when we try to translate any half-formed idea of what we mean by a
superposition into the world of cats.. . then we run into a

It seems that many physicists can live with such a wall. They are interested in
explanation and prediction, and Quantum Mechanics works very well for that; better, in

k
t
,
than any other theory ever bas. For philosophical purpom it is worthwhile to think
20 And this is obviously a problan. Schmdhger came up with this thought experiment as a means of
showing the oddity of"The Observer" in metaphysical terms. He was unhappy with cats existing in

mdesm'bable states.

about this a bit more. There is a fbmy gap m explanation here... the Copenhagen
Interpretation is giving us an admittedly weird ontology of haEd&

haWalive cats, and

suggesting that such things are no stranger than good old wave-particle duality, whatever

thut is. We ought not accept it.=

-
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Lindley, P.169
t2 This usurnmation"of the Copenhagen school sounds tongue-in-cheek, but it is fairly accurate. Cutnell
and Johnson's Physics tells us in typical orthodox style that The DeEkoglie -on
fbr particle
wavelength provides no hint as to what kind of wave is associated with a particle..."and goes on to tell us
that the double slit shows us that "...particle waves are waves of probability." with no discussion as to
what the underlying reality might be. This is typical of the had-cme physicist's "Who cares what it
m?
attitude,
" and spawns amfirsion in the ranks of those wbo want to cane to grips with the
ontological situation.

Superposition and Dispositions
Superposition is a technical notion which comes to us directly fiom mathematics.

The solutions to a second order linear difkmntial equation (Like the Schrodinger
equation) can be added together to form another solution. Thus, the general solution is
SsYi. It is this k t which the Copenhagen Interpretation tries to incorporate into its

ontology, and the result seems to be as Schrodinger implies; that premasurement systems
exkt in a strange state d e s c n i mathematidly but dSEcuIt to conceive of. Nor is this

-

merely abstract mathematicalphilosophy we find that atoms chithe behaviour of
"hybridktion", forming o r b i i which are eilkctively the s u m of different solutions to the
Schrodinger equation of any particular energy level ( c o m b i i the so-called S orbital with

the three P orbitals to fbnn four SP3 o r b i i which in size and shape are a combination of
the two, for example). Thus, superposition is a well-grounded concept in the atomic
world, and any attempt to explain quantum mechanics without reckoning superposition
would be h i c a l .
Superposition is a concept which seem to apply quite literalIy in the quantum
world. But how well can we understand it? In the case of hybridization, we find that
atoms like carbon, for example, bond tetrahedrally, and this is only possible ifthe s and p

orbitals (separate solutions to the Schrodioger equation) "comb'me". That this is a
mathematically acceptable situation is more than pure good fortune - the entire concept of
covalent boading hinges on the ability of atoms to utilize separate and combii solutions
to the Shrodinger equation. (Seen h m a certain perspective, it is as though uature had no
choice but to make bound electrons follow such rules.)

It is important to point out for f'uture r e k n c e that the hybridization occurs due to
physical citcumstance. Hybridimtion is an available mode of being fbr many atoms, and
they hybridize when physical interactions provide reasons fbr them to do so. A tetrahedral

bonding arrangement allows electron pairs to gain as much distance fkom one another as
possible - m a x b d y relieving the physical stress of the mutually repulsive electromagnetic
'
forces of the paired electrons. On the other band, we can force atoms to ' ? m h ~ ' if

we wish For example, we suppose that a methane molecule (tetrahedral in shape) under
nucleophilic attack at some stage must "invert" itseE allowing the nucieophile to bond
wbile a hydrogen atom is ejected from the other side of the structure. The "transition
state" as it is known, is a planar

hybridbdon, whereas both the initial and final state of

the central atom is the tetrahedral sp. Thus we see that the hybrid state we find an atom

in is relative to its physical situation. The mathematics describes a sort ofabstract
availability ofelectron configurations, but " r e is determined by physical parameters.
The question now becomes one of determining those physical v t e r s for different
systems.

Let us go back d talk about the double slit, but this time, in terms of dispositions
and roanifestations. The first thing to do is redescn'be in general what is happening. The
apparatus is seen as offering reciprocal disposition partners. We are fioditlg two different

ma&estations

- wave and particle, to be precise.

The wavey madiestation occurs when

we have a source, two slits, a particle detector of some sort (switched off), and a screen:

the particulate r m d k h t i o n occurs when we turn on the particle detector in one or both
of the s l i d 3
Immedately, we need to slightly broaden our concept of a disposition. Atoms,
photons, electrons, etc. have dispositions, the -on

of which depends on the

partner provided. They have readineses for more than one manifikstation, and what we
see (which of the possible mauifbtations) will thus depend on what sort of apparatus we

use. Thus, when we use a particle detector, we get a particle-&estation

(of course!)

d likewise with m particle detector (no particle W e s t a t i o n ) . The slits and screen are
wave-oriented dispositional partners for the "particles", one might say. (One might also
say that the particle detectors are particle-oriented partners for the "waves" m question..)

This is not as bi~lrreas it sounds. A lump of sugar dissolves in water; it turns brown over

flame. Is sugar thus some dual-natured demonic thing? No. Or yes. What matters is that

it simply &ests

differently with different reciprocalpartners. That we find wave and

particle duality at the quantum level is perhaps unexpected, but that's just our tough luck

-

it's not necessarily the strangest thing imaginable. We are merely used to certain

-

properties excluding others ifa baseball is hard when it hits my baseball glove, it
probably will not be so% when it hits my head. However, wave properties and particulate
properties do not necessarily (in the logical sense) exclude each other. A baseball cannot
be both hard and soft at the same time, but soaked in water for long enough, we no doubt

could procure a soft b b a U Thus what seem like exclusive properties can be H e s t e d

In hct, to "break down" the superposition, the slightest "tap" will do - we don't even need a ''particle
detector''- Adjusting internal quantum states via micrawave radiation will also do the trick- See
Buchanm's article in New Scientist, 6 Match, 1 999, n o 2 176

by a single entity, but rnerely at different times, and with d i f f m reciprocal partmrs.

Wave now, particle later, wave again after tbat, all depending on the partmmhip scenarios.
Karl Popper suggested long ago that the mystery of the double slit and other
experiments is softened by an analysis in terms of experimental arrangements. 24 Popper
tells us to imagine dropping a ball down a board with pins sticking out - the ball's path is
determined by the pins and the initial coditions (the ball's velocity vector and initial
position). We might measure the frequency of the ball landing in any particular area
beneath the pin board. Move the pias - a different set of frequencies in the landing zones
will occur. See diagram 3 on the next page. But even expxiumtal arrangement goes

only a very little way of helping to UNDERSTAND what is going on in the double slit.
We might begin to accept that there may be a reason other than 'The Obsewer" which
expains why the double slit yields the results it does, but we are not given anyparticuZar

ontological grounds for the acceptance of any particular idea. In other words, we might
accept Popper's anti-copedmgen view and stiU be left questioning what it is about any

particular e-ntal

arrangement tbat gives us the results it does. And Popper is no

help here because he lacks an ontological base from which to offer explanations. Martin's
theory is a handy tool at this point.

24

Popper, P.153

Diagram 3. Popper's "E-

Arrangement Argumentn

BOARD WlTH

A B C D E F G

A B C D E F G

The kquency of landing m any particular zone A-G is determined by the pins, as

shown m this table oflanding frequencies.
Landing Frequencies in 100 drops

Landiog Zone

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Board 1

19

27

3

2

5

24

20

Board 2

10

3

5

72

4

1

5

Even so roughly laid out, it seems that the dispositional approach will get us
relatively fartbet down the causal c b a h in question than previous approaches. W e have a

means ofaccepting duality (which at this stage need only mean diffixhg behaviours under
differing conditions). But we have yet to deal with a few slight technicalities...
The last thing to clear up is what could be happening when our partick source is

turned to low intensity. Why do the particles still give an interference pattern when they
seemingly have nothing to interfere with (even ifthey do somehow " d B k ~ t " ) ~ Martin
?
has postulated something called "flutter". It is suggested that the particle m question has

an intrinsic variation in disposition, which m e s t s itself as the particle passes through the
slit in the walL The subsequent vector of the particle depends on which 'Wof the
"%utter"as Martin might say. (This will be constructed in Q.M. talk as a "'hidden

v*1e9,.)

The postulation of flutter in the double slit experiment is ad hoc, and Martin admits
this with candor. However, the intrinsic evil of an ad hoc element can be somewhat

warded off by related c'epistemi~"concerns. What I mean is this. Martin is a realist
trying to give a realist theory. As such, when shown the apparent wave-particle duality of
the double-slit situation, he is not comfortable suggesting merely that the dispositions in

question are complex; that each "particle" in question also has a wavey disposition which
is sometimes madisted, This type of answer leaves out a good description of the

-

tbrm of a worry are should already be fbming haw do we get wavebehavim at all if we are to maintain a full @clc+realist conception of the universe? Outright
acceptance of very real wave-particle duality is an the horizon, and this is hlly acceptable to the
disposition theorist who has no preconceptions about the reality of ''particle$' but this is still a relatively
confusing ontology. So fiu we have the Copenhagen Interpretation being "underwritten" by disposition
theory, utilizing a rather blurry notion ofexactly what we are dealing with when we say "particle". I fbel
that a more "realist"picture ought to be sought out, wherein we can talk of "real" particles, or at least
"real entities" if not particles, and the Copenhagen Interpmztiition does not allow fix this, pre-Observation.
25 This is perhaps a @fit

-

wavdparticle entity before the slits - leaves out a particle-realist's conception of '%hat
was there before we maswed''. And if such a realist description could be given more or

less within the conljnes of the Copenhagen Interpretdon, everything would work out.

But no one has beee able to develop such a description. The ontologically vague notion
of a superposition creeps in. Martin therefore chooses to maintain a realidparticulate
ontology, and needs a reason for wave-like behaviour. Wutter" is born (of particle-realist

necessity). It is ad hoc, but the theory is that the wmprehemile ad hoc is preferable to
the nonsensical or the nonconceivable.

The situation can be taken in one of two ways. The first would be that flutter is a
remarkable e&t demonstrated by the double slit apparatus, and has more to do with

"aiming" the particle than anything else - a peculiarity of the dispositional interactions in
question. But this is too ad hoc, too simplistic, and somewhat senseless. We cannot just
add some variable without examining the consequeences. (Doing so would be bad
philosophy, out of line with the W-

of Occam and out of line with taking things

seriously.) Exarnioiog the consequences leads to a second interpretation of flutter.

I f we see the area of space on the back side of the slit as being fidl of waves which
relate to the Schrodinger equation ,we must see flutter as the explanation for quantum

behaviour m g e d . After all, if something is fluttering, we need to figure out when and

why it is doing so, and what the rules are. O d y one solution presents itself to my mind.
What ''flutter'' amounts to is a claim that the curve the Schrodmger equation descriis is
actually linked to a dispositional property of the entity in question. Flutter, then, is the

underwriter of Quantum Mechanics, if it is anything at aU

The general description of quantum systems might thus be less Observer-oriented
and more disposition-orjented. W e can conceive of the Schrodinger equation as a

description of a particle's ummnifi-ed

disposition for some particular property, be it

position, momentum,or whatever- Thus, a simple quantum system, like an electron in a
box, is not necessarily to be conceived of as being in some sort of strange state of

iodesai'bable semi-existence pm-measurement (as the Copenhagen Interpretation
suggests), but a ''real'' state (a dispositional state? A aon-madist state?), the precise

description of which we must develop.26 What we calculate (descni) with the
Schrodinger equation is the dispositional flutter of the particle. Just what this means does

of course require some spelling out. A good portion of what folows may be seen as an
attempt at that.

With flutter in the picture, we now have some more refined dispositional

conceptions of what could be going on in the double slit. The i n t e r f i i device provides

reciprocal dispositional partners for either 4kave" or "particle" manifestatioa The
"wave" manifestation occurs because of some not-quite-random predilections of the
particles m question. Notice that we are no longer 44creatingreality" (whatever that could

mean) at any point - when we observe via detector, we are just providing a InanSestattion
partner. From a dispositional perspective, the confusion m the Copenhagen Interpretation

is that the reciprocal disposition partner happens to be an observation apparatus, and the

c'observation" part was focused on, rather than the 6'dispositi~d
partner" part2'.

And which may indeed end up being a &criptwn of superpositioa
This is presumably because the notion of a reciprocal partner fbr manifistation was lacking. Without
the ontological "map" it is extremely difficult not to get caught up.insome sort of "observer oriented"
ontology.
26

*'

To explore this further,let us move back to Schrodinger's Cat with a dispositional
ontology in mind. We put a cat in a box with a machine which may or may not kill the cat.

-

We seal the system (with duct tape, or whatever we don't need NASA to do this
experiment - it's simple! The allure of the "quantum mystique" must be rejected.). The
Copenhagen Interpretation suggests that the sealed-in cat is neither dead nor alive, nor

both. It suggests the cat is in a weird mode called "superposition", and that's it until we
"Obse~ve''and collapse the w a v e - W o n and thus the superposition. It has, of course,

been suggested that the cat is itselfan observer, which I think is probably right (though

-

-

irrelevant the relevance is that the cat is a dispositional critter more in the next
paragraph). The Copenhagen Interpretation has no particular means of distinguishing

what a detector is or isn't - what metaphysical makeup is required for the collapse of the
wave fimction. Here we see how strange the Copenhagen Interpretation might become m

-

the wrong hands we now have to postulate that huntan consciousness is the key, ifwe
don't want the cat to be a detector. If we do want the cat to be a detector, what else is?
A mouse? An Oyster? We know where this road goes. Metaphysically speaking, the

Copenhagen Interpretation is a disaster waiting (or not) to happen.
From a dispositional perspective, we can offer another solution. We can claim that

the cat is either dead or alive and not both, and that we just don't know because we
haven't looked. The mathematical situation does not give us any information about our
particular cat, but it is not clear to me in what way this shows that our ontology must

include such things as f e b which are dead and alive and not neither and not both The
superposition metaphysicians must explain what a halfalive haKdead cat is like, and they
can't. On strictly philosophic (epistemic?) grounds, the dispositional theory looks better,

as that camp requires no incomprehensible states of existence (none other than the main

-

the existence of real potentials!). Notice tbat this little comer of the debate is nothing
more than a "Wow much skepticism is the right amount?" problem, There is a leap fkom
"don't

)mow" (epistemic blmowledge"(or rather lack of)) to "can't

know" (ontologic

belief) which we may or may not take.

The disposition-realist's claim is that the cat's deadness or aliveness IS, but isn't
known, In a bit more detail, the state of the cat pre-owation is a manifest state (but

still unknown), whereas an electron pre-observation may not be in a manifist state (but
equally unknown). In the cat case, all the required reciprocal dispositional partners are

-

present the cat, the poison, etc. W e therefore have reason to think that "reality" has
occurred without the need of "Observation".

In the case of an electron, say, trapped in a potential-well (the "Particle In a BOX"

- simplest of the quantum systems), the dispositional partner required for Mestation
(which happens to be the detector) is missing. Initially, what we want to say about such a
system is that something is there, but it lacks quantitative properties as yet. This is the

first step in developing a dispositional view of "superposition".
Synthesis: W e can, with a dispositional view, "explain" the double slit experiment,

escape the ontological pickle of Schrodinger's Cat without wcnmitting ourselves to any

particular view of quantum systems which lack madiestation partners (quantum systems in
superposition), and begin to describe such systems in a clearer way than has been posslile

before.

Beyond Copenhagen
Of fUrther interest is that if Martin's view is correct, the "wave" ~ e s t a t i o m
n

the double slit (the interfkrence pattern on the screen) isn't real wave behaviour. It is

-

pseudo wave behaviour generated by the flutter m dispositions the "interference" pattern

is now just a pattern no ^real" interfkrence is occurring. Further, we no longer need to
think of the particles as bemg in a superposition of going through both slits. Each particle

bas a single path. Martin's theory is a fully 'hdist'' account, and wave-particle duality is
nothing to be upset about. In a sense, we can just admit that we don't know what the
DeBroglie wavelength is exactly, and go about our business.
What of this? Are we beginning to lay superposition to rest? Perhaps not. Oa top

ofour very casual treatment of wave-partick duality ("Hey, it's all particles after d!

Quantum system wave-behaviour is caused by intrinsic disposition flutter!"), it seems to
me that the ad hoc nature of dispositional flutter is getting a bii out of hand. Why should
there be anything but 'kegular" @article-like) behaviour after the slits if the particles in

question are not interfering with each other somehow? There is no apparent reason So
while an intrinsic flutter of disposition does provide a way to view the Schrodinger
equation, the postulate needs some beefing up when it comes to explaining why we see an
interference pattern. Granted, the flutter might be such that what looks like an

interference pettern develops, but isn't it a bii odd that this should be the case? Isn 't it
odd thatflutterfor no apparent reason obeys wave equations? We need a reason for the

wave-like bebaviour, particularly m light of our rejection of the Copenhagen suggestion
that the particles are in superposition over both holes. (Note that we might still maintain a

-

dispositional picture and accept that the ''particle'' goes through both holes the

wave/particle duality is easily held onto by the dispositionaltheorist, but some discussion

ofthe "prticle"m a pre-masurrment state is still deserved. It seems easier to proceed
with a "reaI particle" ontology. Martin demands that we attempt this, and Occam does
too. Let's keep our postulates as simple as we can. Ifthey M, we'll add to them).
At this stage, 1 must briefly introduce more ontologies (one of them I will utilize,

the othets purely for the sake of being fiirly comprehensive). These are "quantum
ontologiesyf,and I think we must pick h m these ifwe are to go "beyond" flutter while
maintaining a dispositional particle-realist's view.

In 1952, David Bohm put forward a radical interpretation of the Schrodinger
equation Rather than as a mathemtical device ofprediction (viz philosophic anti-

realist), Bohm viewed the waw-function as some sort of descriptor of space in the region
m question Bohm's suggestion is that the universe consists of 'kal" particles, and "'guide

wavesy'for them. These guide waves (called quantum potential waves) are m part what
the Schrodinger equation descriis. The quantum potential being a reqorking of the
Schrodinger equation with the phase of the wave m question accounted for. Thus, the

interfkrence pattern in the double slit is explained by the guide wave passing through both

slits, and producing an interfering guide wave - such that the particles 'Wing" the wave
are much more likely to follow certain parts of the wave, the autinodes, rather than the
nodes. The antinodes provide, as it were, a deeper trough for the particks to ride in.

Bohm's theory then, is fUy detembktk, discarding the ontologic haze ofthe
Copenhagen Interpretationin favor of an epistemic haze of sorts. The suggestion is that

we could kuow, m principle, what the result of any particular measurement was going to

be if we knew with enough precision the initial conditions of the system (knew where on
the guide wave the particle was and what its physical properties - velocity etc. were). We
do not, in practice, know these conditions, and because of that, cannot make det-

0

.

.
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predictions about quantum systems. This is a critical point o f philosophy and rmtbematics

that is often missed. It was Einstein (for one) who pushed for the idea of ensembles,
suggesting that qua-

mechanical math was perhaps not indicative of ontologic

indetermioism (as Bohr believed), but a kind of epistemic indeterminism. In this respect,
Einstein's famous quotation, 'God does not play at dice." is significant and misleading. It
is significant because Einstein believed that every individual system is deteminbtic (that

God could know the outcome of an experiment), but that the quantum math was not

descriptive of individusl systems (that the math was not a tool for predicting individual
experimental results, but rather, statistid results of large groups (ensembles) of
experiments). Einstein's quotation is misleading though, in that the rolhg of a die is an

excellent example of a deterministic system which only produces statistical results. With

Newton's taws and enough information about th initial conditions ofany particular throw
of the die, we could calcuIate how the cube will act as it bounces abng, and accurately

predict which number would fkce up. However, we lack the initial conditions (the die is

hidden in our hand), and so we can only say that the chauce of any particular number
king up is one in six "Indeterminism"in a deterministic system. Bohm'stheory
suggests that the quantum realm is analogous to the rolling of a die.

Another ontology which reconciles "real" particles and "real" interfixence in the

double slit is Caned "Many Worldsy'and it bears striking resemblance to "Possible Worlds"
talk m philosophy, the key difference being that the many quantum worlds can interact
with each other. Proposed by H. Everrett m 1957, the idea is that every quantum event

-

fkctures the universe into a (possibly infinite) number of other universes each one

containing a difikrent "resuW of the event, So here in %isn world I measure an electron
as having spin +1/2, and the universe splits such that in mother world 9"measure the spin

as -1/2 at that time, personal identity issues not withstamliog.

In the case of the double slit, it is suggested that the interfkrence stems from the
Schrodinger waves (which descri'be the space on the back side of the slits) fiom other
worlds very Wce our own, which produce the interference pattern with the waves in our
world, and vice versa. There is no interfixem pattern when only one slit is open, due to

the k

t that this difference is enough to "lose

touch" with other worlds.

This theory is ad hoc, and lacks a mechanism of other-world interaction, as fhr as I
can tell. While it may "explain" the double slit, '?Many Worlds" goes o d y a very little way

in helping to understand superposition, quantum mechanics, or the world in general.

For obvious, if not particularly philosophically sound reasons, I shall more or less
ignore the Many Worlds idea, and instead try to incorporate a Bohrnian perspective into
the Martin-style explanation of the double slit?'
-

-

.

..-- .-.
.

--

a A little hooesty gos a long way. 1 think "Msny Worlds" is a strange attempt to get out of the
difficultieswhich the "Collapse of the Wave Fundon" brigs on. It is ad hoc, like so many of our
ontologic theories. However, it strikes me as a rather m
e attempt to make sane sense of the double
slit, and the critical ingredients are missing what are the rules for Universe interaction? Where else
might this be seen? What work does this conception do as an ontology? While none of these questions is
the fbundatian ofa aipplmg attack against Many Worlds, that these
exist is eaough to put me
ofE Moteover, working in what might be called the "spirit" of Martin's work, we have no room, need,
nor desire fix so many worlds. The Duke of Occam can handle the rest of the philosophizing in that vein.

-

A third theory is Feymnao's, his idea being that particles "choose" a path through
space &om many available paths. This concept is decently represented by imagining

bundles of fibmoptic cables. On can imagine a particle coming to a particular point m
space,

and having to enter oae of many cables,the subsequent path of the particle being

determined by the cable it enters. Fey~lan'sexplanation for quantum statistics is that
there happen to be more "cablesn kadiag to certain areas than other areas, and this is what

the Schrodinger equation caiculates.

The similarity of Bobm's and Feyoman's ideas is in my opinion a good thing, and I

think much of what is said in regard to Bohm's theory can be said of Feyrrman's. For a
more comprehensive look at Feynman's theory with regard to dispositions, see Aronson,
1998.

I want an explanation for the "interfkrence pattern" in the double slit experiment

(an uncommon want, when every week and month send forth a new one?). Martin's view
allows us to construct something semibe to say about the experiment, but does not
w a i n the apparent wave behaviour (except to suggest that it isn't). Disposition flutter

could indeed be the reason for what we see, but if so, we are lacking s ~ m key
e ingredient
as to why the flutter does what it does. Martin has suggested to me that w e take flutter at

face value,

as a remarkable k t about the world; an mtriasic property which gets no

fiuther explanation. He feels flutter is, in some sense, primitive.
The ontological advantage of a more Bobmian view is that we have a reason to

expect an mterf-

pattern. There are "real" waves, really interfering, aod setting up

"space" such that the incoming particles are more Wrely to be found in some areas than

others- This is a more d d j h g answer than ''flutter''. The biggest problem is exphiring
how the Bohmian guide-wavesmanipulate the particles in question.29

That said, we are still on the track of an interesting ontology. We need to alter our
dispositional conception slightly, in order to accommodate "real" (predictable?
manhgfd?)i n t e r f m in the double slit. We need a wave-fiont to pass through the

slits, d 3 h c t k g and interfering. No "intrimid' property is going to give us this?'

Thus,

we must look to some "outside source" for the interference; a wave of some sort- Can

we incorporate a Bohmian wave with a dispositional ontology? I believe so.
The Schrodinger equation can be viewed as a means to calculate the probability of
find& some entity in any given section of space, and the dispositional suggestion is that
this might be seen as an intrinsic property of a "real" particle (let's use the term "flutter"

again). What dfkcts this property? Well, the Schrodinger equation has difkent solutions
for dBkent systems, and we might begin to suspect that the experimental arrangement is

-

going to be the critical fktor. This is in line with Bohm's theory as well experimental
arrangement will determine to some extent the "shape"of the quantum potential wave.

Can we just force the two theories together, and suggest that there is a wave propagatmg
through space, which somehow controls the disposition lines of the particle in question?

r, 1 find Bohm's

own answer to that question difficult to understand He analogizes the "guide wave"
with a radio wave. A radio wave might " d i i a ship at sea, by providing i n h a t i o n for it. Likewise,
the particles in the double slit move under there own energy once the guide wave has, as it were, told them
where to go. But how does this wrk? Electraus don't have captains, rudders, or propellers... In truth,
Bdrm's analogy is not so good, as his themy seems to "build" particles out of truncated waves, and thus,
there is no w c l e " to direct, arly a localid wavbjmdcet whicb interads with the system- Tbe
"quantum mential" is in fkt the phase of the wave, a aitical piece of infbrmatim about how any
particular wave will act.
30 Unless the "intrinsic" p r o m is %viness"This on its own is not impussiile, but w are wwkiag
within a conceptual iiamewotk the point of which is to remove such strange beasts 6om the world!
Perhaps the sentence should read, "Within a particle-oriented realist ontology, no intrinsic property will
give us such behaviour."

This is not ikr h m Bohm's own thinkiog, apparedy, as he says, W e may therefore

propose that an electron too moves under its own energy, and that the form of the
quantum wave directs the energy of the electron."'

The question, of course, is how this works. How does the "quantum wave"

direct

the energy of the particle? We still seem stuck on one or the other side of a thought-

fence. W e can understand the quantum wave as red, and somehow directive of the
particles (or rather, of the particles' dispositional flutter), or we can take the flutter as the

base entity, aad be perplexed as to why it does what it does in the double slit.
Let us step back and look at the competing ideas. Martin's view is based on

intrinsic properties, Bohm's on external waves "direct@" particles. I assume Bohm was
(unconsciously?) used to a substance-oriented omology, perhaps akin to Armstrong's.
Might we remvent the Bohmian view with a property ontology on the table instead? If

"property" is of fimdamental order, it makes sense to assume that the Schrodinger
equation deals in properties too. With a Martin-style dispositional view we see space-time
as the '%aver-u&td"of properties, and everything that happens can be d e s c r i i as
property-events in space-time. The "Laws of Nature" would therefore be best seen

(indeed could only be seen) as laws about properties. Given that, we might see the
Schrodinger equation as descriptive of properties io space-time. In what way descriptive?
The Schrodinger wave could be seen as related to how, as it were, "easily" a property can
exist in space-time.

Instead of "flutter", the Schrodinger equation might just be a calculation of how
well space can support a given property in a given region over time. We might see the
3'

Bohm and Hiley, p.32

wave es preceding the property in question in a %A" way (Bohm styk), and ''setting up"
space with respect to that property.

Thus when we make our ,st-

we find the

entities/properties in question in certain areas more often than others. With a view like
this, perhaps we can make more sense of Bohm's theory, while keeping the positive

aspects of a dispositional ontology.

While Martin desires that the causalstories m the universe to be intrinsically
oriented, suggesting that everything comes fiom the quark, I think the double slit gives us

reason to doubt this (or reason to abandon a particle-oriented ontology. However, I never
really did understand 'kave-particle ddky", so I'm going to keep working the other side

of town.). The wave behaviour is best explained by some entity or element of reality
which is not intrinsic to the particle in question (ifa realist view is to be easily maintained).

The Schmdinger wave is related intimately to the properties being dealt with, but it is,
under any light, an extended part of that property (that is, it isn't '%thin" the particle in
question. It precedes the particle and has an independent existence.). Space must be
viewed as somehow involved in the beariog of propertks, and we need to accommodate

the notion of a wave in space (external to any entities in question), which seems to
calculate how well properties are supported by space.)2

In general, Martin speaks of space as "the haver of properties itselfunhad (as a
property)". This baver unhad, to speak like Aquinas, is at all times what we are talking

about when we talk of %e world". This is the subtle peculiarity of a property ontology

-

tables don't reduce to anything but property instances (dispositions and d k s W i o 1 1 ~in)
The rest ofthe ''Laws ofNatureWmay be viewed in the same way. We have famd a amception of
"dispositional interaction" which will allow us to amstnrct the laws of nature out ofdispositions with no

space-time. And that's ail anything is. Ever. Anywhere. It is much more intuitively

charming to think m terms of atoms-as-bikrd-bdsthan billiard-balls-asaspropertycIusters-in-space-,

but such is life (and so much for Democritus.,.). Our ontology,

then, is one which fits the world very well indeed, but only with the beneftt of

-

metaphysical hindsight, as it were. One needs to be reminded constantly of the model to
"sing it in the shower", as Martin would have it. Orme we embrace this properties-in-

space type of thinking,we may begin to make sense of otherwise puzzhg circumstances.

In the case of the double slit, we find the Schrodmger wave giving us an
interference pattern when both slits are open and no detector is operational in the slits.

When we close o w slit, or turn on the detector, the interference pattern vanishes. With
regards to the former, this is to be expected, as the wave passes through only one slit.

The latter situation,however, needs a story (d
I haven't seen anyone give this story
about Bohm's theory. Even Bohm and Hiley ignore the "detail" of what happens when we

detect.) I think the most plausible answer, considering the type of story we are interested

in t e r n (a story about "real" particles ('keal" property clusters!) showing complex

bebaviour, with no baKalive,half-dead cats m the ofling), is that the detector inauences
the experimental arrangement, and generates a "new" Schrodinger wave

- alters the

properties of the sector of space in question.

If we built an apparatus with two slits, one of which had a particle source in it, we
would certainly not expect an interfkrence pattern (the other slit is totally irrelevant). With
this in mind, we see that with a detector on, we have, at the time of measurement, an

arrangetnent fimctiody e q u i w h t to the one d e s c r i i above (ifno "previous7'quantum
tremendous gaps in thought. What is a magnetic field, if not a dispositional partner?

W e have a region of

potentials are hanging about). So we find oursehes suggesting that the detector modifies
the shape of the Schrodinger wave on the back side of the slit, and this we might well

expect. We bave changed the experimental arrangement in such a way as to a h modify

the Schrodinger wave(s) m question (Popper is vindicated, as it turns out!)
We lose, then, the idea that in the double slit apparatus there are %rave partmm''

and "partickpartmxs'' for the particles in question The partners involved don't modify
the particles, as such, but mod@ whete the particles are likely to be found. The

suggestion is that we need not carry any ontobgic*

queer entities into the double slit

explanation - we need only ''particles" (cornpresent-property-instances), and the quantum
potential wave guiding them (okay, one queer entity).

This reinterpretation of the Schrodinger function fits well with a dispositional
ontology. Being property rather than substance oriented allows for new ways of thking

about the experiment and its ramifications. We have had to rethink the reciprocal partners

m the double slit,but this way of thinking is what dows us to formulate decent
explanations. That said, we shall move on to M e r considerations in order to finn up the
relation between disposition and superposition a bit more, as thEs still requires some

spelling out. (And what with our shiny new interpretation of quantum mechanics
emerging, how can we fhil?)
It was suggested earlier that the notion of superposition had to be reckoned with
for a serious quantum ontology to work, and I don't think that this has been accomplished
with the psuedo-80brnian approach outlined above. The approach is beautifbIly simple,
and basidly renmves the nasty complications ofb a l f k i e d W-alive cats h m the world.
space ( d m i by an equation) in which particles tend to manitkt certain behaviours.

But it rnay do so at the cost of m h e x d d rigour, so to sp&

The fkct that particular

solutions to a particular Schcodinger equation add up to form a new solution must be dealt
with.

What we need to address is the situation befbre measurement, as it is agreed by all
that after opening a box with a cat in it, we find a cat, either dead or alive, and not some

hypothetical mathematical object. Copenhagen got f b m hypothetical to actual by

postulate, but this makes 'tneasurement" ontologically relevant (critical!) and we wish to
avoid such a postulate ifpossible. The disposition theory allows us to make principled
statements about pre-measutement existence, however, and this yields up no puzzles about

how consciousness forces the universe to participate etc. Simply put, manifestation
occurs i f d only ifpartnership occurs. The reciprocal dispositional partner is the
necessary and sufticient condition of Mestation. Tbis is why the disposition camp can
argue for the actual mmifiest deadness or aliveness (at all times) of Schrodinger's cat. But

can the disposition camp figure in superposition at the same time?
The disposition-realist is answering two masters. The first master is the desire to
flesh things out dispositionally, offering a clear, causal account of the world, in whatever

biPlrre splendor he finds necessary. We might call this master "Conviction". The second
master is plain old clear thinking, the cacefbl spelling out of our ideas. "Clarity" for short.
We should like to think that our masters wodd work together but this is not
always the case. The! particular problem is this: a realist like Martin has certain

convictions (like 'kealkm", for indance!). These convictions drive his theorizing, but they
also force him to reject some possibilities. Martin seeks a theory in which "real" particles

are

"w'
dispositions which are doing the work, so to speak. Martin is not only a

malist, but what I would like to call a ''particle-realistn. The particle realist believes that

nature does the same tricks whether we are there for audience or not, and tbat the basic

entities we find in nature have sets of definable characteristics at &.times (notice that the
definition has nothingto do with what constitutes a .particle9'. Martin's is a property
ontology, and thus a particle can be n,more than conpresent properties like mass and
charge, for hstance. There are no little marbles "auryhg" the dispositions.) Thus he
combats the Copenhagen school, with their '%zy" entities and ontology of pret-

probab'iic fuzz Yet at the bottom of Martin's ontology, what can we

find? Fuzz, I promise.
At the very bottom of the disposition/~estationpicture, what do we find?

-

Martin's answer is tbat we find individual "particles" some 'W"entity from which the
rest of matter is to be built.

These may be quarks or superstrings,or whatever the

physicists dig up for us. Martin has suggested to me that these fUndamenta1entities must

-

have certain properties at all times. Properties like mass and charge the very basic

properties, must be d e s t (ontically speaking) at all times. Thus Martin envisages the
microscopic world much as Bohm seems to have - a complex realm of definite particles

and their interactions/capabilities. This is a realist's refbge fiom the perplexing haze of
the Copenbagen ontology. The master being answered to is Clarity.
Untbrtunately, when we think about Martin's theory and the type of causal story it

presents, we find ourselves opening a door through which the particle realist dare not
(indeed cannot) go. Martin's theory is about ~ e s t a t i o n through
s
mutual partnership.
All ofhis examples insist upon the mutuality of olanifestation. The point is that if we

accept Martin's theory outright (and we seem to have argued previously that we should,

given the power of the story) we find not a world of easily conceived m b & m e - M -

ball-electrons, but a world of fbzSimply put, we have no reason to expect a mass, a charge, or any other manifkt

property until a mutual manikstation partner is in place. Given this, we have reason to
think that the Copenhagen Interpretationof a particle in the box may indeed be correct.

That is to say, in an extremely simple isolated system, we haven't the complexity required
to force n m i f i ~ o n The
.
Copenhagen school is entitled to its belief that what we have

in the potential-well is not an electron and a h not not an electron. We have in the box a
disposition (carrier), and no manifiition partner, and hence no rdestation. No
position. No charge. No whatever. Only the dispositions for those things.

If our ontology is one of H e s t a t i o n through partnership, then at the bottom
level we either have some properties which d

s

t themselves without partners, or we

have strange entities with no numifiest properties. Conviction seems to triumph over

Clarity at this stage.
Luckily for the model,Conviction also drives us back from this f k z y world. The
particle-realist has two moves at his disposal. He can claim that space-time is the only
"partner"required for the manifestation of C'fUndamental''properties like mass etc. but this

would be ad hoc. That sometlung is ad hoc does not make it incorrect, but it certainly
seems odd that we would have to W o n the partnership view simply because we don't
like what happens when we hia simple system with no partners. That seems to be a
dishonest maneuver.
A better expanation might come through the insistence that the case of the

-

"simple" system is not in fact a real case (this is Martm-style philosophizing if we find a

case which does not fit the model., we must reject either the case or the model). This

would amount to claimiqg that no partnerless entities exist. We might, for instance,
suggest that the gravitational interaction between our hypothetical particle and the planet

-

nearest to it (or even the electron nearest to it it isn't a question of magdude) is enough

to bring about & i o n .

Thus,the suggestion that a system could be "simple", with

no outside interfence, is in k t a misleading one.

. .

There is of course some n e c e s m Wout fiom the view presented above: as
soon as there is more than one entity in the universe, we have interactions which make the
entities manilkst certain fbdamental properties. We might loosely say that the h t that

there is aqtbhg provides us with the h t that there is everything, that there is no
partnerless entity in this universe and could aever be (while there was anything else in this
universe).
Of course we cannot be absolutely sure that the weakest of gravitational or

magnetic or whatever type of interactions are enough to force a manifest state, but it fits

the ontologic model as presented and the facts about the universe as we know them (that

is to say, gravitational force, for instance, is proportional to the square of the inverse of
the d o i c ebetween the objects in question, and is therefore never quite zero). Thus we

can continue to see the ontologic f k z of the Copenhagen Interpretation as unnecessary
baggage and we analytic philosophers are under carefbl instruction from Wilbm of

Occam with regards to that.
Here then we find the dispositional view of quantum mechanics. Superposition is a
description of the dispositions of a system, and in extremely simple systems we might find
only the disposition, with no d e s t a t i o a In more complex systems, however, we h d

that reciprocal disposition partmrs are provided by the system and thus &&ations
occur (sometimes accidentally related to measurpment, as in the double slit, and
SOmetimes mt,

as in Schrodinger7sCat.). The Schrodinger Wave is a calculation of how

we1 space-time can support a property7and thus is related to the probabiity of finding
property instancesin space-time.

Belt's Themrem Violated
Reasonable success can been claimed m fitting a variant of Martin's dispositional
ontology onto what have to be seen as the most bafDiog experkmnts we humans have
done so hr. Martin's story about the world gives us a new understanding of what the
micro-world might be like. However, there is one more puzzle piece which begs to be
dealt with. Bell's Theorem is an important idea which plays a central role in quantum

mechanics.
While I have suggested that the paradox of Scbrodinger's Cat can be dismissed as

epistemic, tbat the cat's state is definite but unknown, Bell's Theorem (or rather, the
violation of Bell's Theorem by quantum systems) may suggest otherwise. If this is the

case,we dispositiod adysts will have some f k y talking to do.
Bell's Theorem is relatively easy to undemtand but tem%lydifticult to explain In
wondering whether particles like electrons have a definite x-spin (and z-spin) while the yspin is known (ie. what is the complete description of the particles m the spin experiments

discussed in the Appendix?) we bump up against a barrier of not being able to measure

more than one spin axis at once on any particular entity. However, in 1964, Bell devised a
way to test wbether the values of the x and z spin "exist" when the y-spin is known And
the answer is no.33

'' I have given what I perceiveto be the 'feaived vim" of the implietioos ofBell's theorem. Physicist
R Srearivasan has suggested to me that some care must e taken in examiningjust what the violation of
Bell's theorem means. His suggestion is that Bell's result proves only that we cannot extrapolate from
one quantum variable to andher. The question is whether this implies a "lad? of the extrapolated
property or not. The received view seems to be that it does imply a lack, but I believe Sreenivasan's
is warranted. I will apaote fbr the pqmss of this paper within the ''most difficult" fhmework,
in ader to show that a dispositional ontology can ur;ork under the most dire ofcircumstances. I f "reality"
turns out to be more friendly to intuition than seems to be expected, well, all the better fbr everyone.

This answer comes about by measuring quantum spin of paired particles along
dif%rentaxes. If we buiM a machine which produces two particles at once, propelled in
difErent directions, we can design it such that if one particle has an x spin of +I, the other

must have x spin -1, and likewise for the other axes."

Thus, w e should be able to know

-

two variables at once of a single particle we measure the x spin on one particle (call it

particle A), and the y-spin on its partner (B), and extrapolate the information about the y
spin state of A and x spin state of B. It turns out, however, tbat this extrapolation M s .
Why is this mteresting? Bell used quantum math to predict the Mure (conclusive

experiment was first performed by Aspect) and it seems to show that quantum variables

like spin and angular momentum don't have valws until they are measured.'5
So it looks like the x spin state, or the x angular momentum, really is a valueless

quantity ifthe y spin state, or the y angular momentum is known This has been seen as
supportive of the Copenhagen Interpretation, with its indeterminate pre-measurememt
existences. Indeed,without an ontological model we seem a bit lost when hit with Bell's
result. With dispositions, however, we might come to some understanding of what the

pre-measllred system is like. It is a system within which what exists is one or more
readinesses (and associated quantum potentials). The readinesses, when d

i

,

cancel

out other previously manifested properties. Thus, if we measure the x-spin of a particle,

-

we ''mmeamre" its y-spin force the y-spin into a non-umifiest state. This is a peculhrity

-

of the system (and systems like it this is predictable through mathematics). As soon as

the x-spin is manifest, the y-spin is not. This is no problem fiom a dispositional pint of
-

-

" As spin is conserved, we auld in theory break a complex spin 0 particle into one spin -112 and one spin
+1/2
35 For

or two spin -1/2 and one spin+l particles, etc. Physics is so easy
a succinct explanation of Bell's theorem, I recommend Lindley.

on paper.

..

view (as soon as solubility madksts, crystalltnrty ceases, and vice versa). The main point
is that while Ben's theorem suggests that superposed entities are valueless, we can utilize

dispositions m order to suggest that while vdueIess with regard to a certain property*the

entity in question need not be neutdy disposed with regard to that property.
Valuelessness implies lack of manifikstation, not lack of disposition (and certainly not lack

of "reality").
Bell's Theorem can therefore be incorporated into a dispositional ontology. We

still have a choice to make, however, between forms of realism. Deviation fiom Bell's
theorem by quantum systems implies that no ''local reality" theory of the universe is
correct. The terd1OC81reality" is confusing, however, and we must caretidly distinguish

-

just exactly what we mean. The word 'local" is the key and what we've shown is not

that realism is hulty,but that one form of realism is. It is Gulty not to believe m particles,

but to believe that any particular particle in the e-t

has perfect independence. The

experiment shows that the entities in question are correlated in some strange way. We

now have to choose a means of fleshing out this correlation.

Bohm's theory would suggest that the correlating agent is the quantum potential part of spacetime which "decides" for the particles which properties they will have.

Tweak ow end of the potential wave (by measuring the x-spin of one particle, say) and
your "quantum reverberations" will be "felt"by the other particle. It's m t a question of
superlumidty - we aren't "Seding" a message faster than light - we're just exerting what

has been called 'Wnmechanical influence9*.The idea is that the quautum potential is sort
of one piece in the whole experiment, and any time it is affected in one spot, the whole
''piece" is aBected.

This view is perhaps difiicult to u&rstad

because the quantum potential is a

difEerent type of thing than we are used to, and it is a somewbat abstract concept - a wave

in space-time that guides particles (or properties, in the dispositionally re-cast
"pseudoBohrnian"view). How it works is still a bit mystifjing, and as an ontological
terminus, we could hope for more without seeming disingenuous.

Unfortunately, the other option is Copenhagen superposition, and while we need
m new castmg of space-time for such a view, we do need a concept of something existing
witbout manifest properties.

Which is the lesser of these two evils? I think Martin would prefer the more
Bohmian view, to which I have been r e f h g as particle-realism. In this view, we wind
up with a position something like this: that space-time is complicated property-having
M i s not surpm, and our lack of clarity regarding the quantum potential (the name
we have applied to a description of how space-time operates) is perhaps born of hitting the

bottom of the causal chain and having no more %hy"s.

Sooner or later, ontologists are

bound to say, "Here's the picture. I don't know why it is the way it is, but that's it." To

find a lack of clarity of conception right m the fabrc of space-time itselfis in a sense good
luck, and once we get "above" raw space-time and start dealing in particles and cats and
tables and minds, we can go pretty fia.

For my part, I came into this paper thinking that Bohm's theory was better tban
the Copenhagen Interpretation. I still think that's true m general, due mostly to the

irnplicatiom of Schrodinger's paradoxical cat. The really tremendous value of the
dispositional ontology is that we can pick out the good fiorn both theories (Bobm and

Copenhagen) without being ad hoc. To recap brietly, I think that the "paradox" of

Schrodinger's Cat can be laid to rest ifwe see the critical pert of the W

o

n as the

dispositional, rather than the "Obsxver'' oriented Thus we can assume that there is no

such thing as a half-alive, Wha
f-ldead
not neither and not both cat, which is an importaut

step m developing a reasonable picture of the world. On the other band, if we take
seriously the suggestion that lllanifPstation requires pixtmmhip, we find the upsetting but

rather logical conclusion that in sirmple systems, systems lacking manikstation partmrs,
entities have a probabilistic existence (which we might as well continue to call
usuperposition'').
The ontologic middle ground is the suggestion that entities which do have
manifestation partners do behave as the particle-malists like Martin and Bohm would
suggest, but that without the requisite partners, a stranger entity exists. I would like to

call this position C ' p r e - ~ srealism",
t
realism with regard to the p r e - d e s t state of
simple systems.

We might call the pre-menifestation state a "purely dispositional" state. However,
the notion of a "purely dispositional state" is contentious. Martin does not accept that a
"purely" dispositional state can exist, as the disposition in question must be for something

- thus there is a qualitative element to the state (this stemming fiom the "surprising
identity" of categorical and dispositional properties at the base level, according to Martin).
However, it is not clear to me in what sense the qualitative can exist without the
quantitative. It is generally agreed that the quantitative "stands in need" of the quahtive:
"so much" must be "so much of something". The revem relation seems to follow the

same liw, h r h is i t u l t to comprehend the qualitative without the quantitative - ifthere
is a quality (or property), must there not be an "amount" of it? If this is right, then the

dispositioml, being a state without manifid (quantitatk) proper tie!^, is also somehow a
state lacking the quaMative. It is therefore diflicult to see m what sense the quality is
%erey' before maniEestation. However, it has previously been agreed that the disposition

-

in question is a dispositionfor something and this is qudhtively oriented! What we

seem to be in need of is better language.
Better language might come in the form of some sort of middle-ground descriptor
of the property, pre-dkstation (Martinuses the word qualitative to cover this, but I

think this needs some adjustment, as it has other connotations as well.) The dispositional
state of a thing in superposition might be called a proto-property state, or some such

thing. The property is ready to be there, the readiness is specific for certain d e s t a t i o n s

- i.e. something dkthgghhes it fiom other proto-property states - but there is as yet no
madiestation of "the propertf', so it might be misleading to say that the property in
question is %eren, pre-mimifiestation
Unfortumteiy, it is i s c u l t to generate a way of thinking aod talking about
something no one has ever witnessed, so to speak. Separating disposition fkom

manifestation seems like a chore m itselfl without the worry that something might exist
without any ~ e s t a t i o n .However, we do s e e m m e d in asserting that a proto-

property state might in principle exist.

Fiaal Discussion and Conciusions
This concludes the "exploratory" section of the paper. I have trkd to map a

complex ontology onto complex exjmimmts, and I believe that the fit is good We can

*ly

codidently dismiss the Copenhagen Interpretation proper, with its superposed cats.

In the case of the cat m the box, there is no evi&nce that we force the cat into a nonstate. On the contrary, with a dispositional view we may claim that evidence has

been found which supports the idea that the cat's state is "real" - H e s t , the whole time,
and it either lives or dies, depending on the device in the box (that is, depending on the
reciprocal dispositional partners provided by the system). We can't see the premeasurement state of the cat (it's pre-measurement!), but that does not entail that the
cat's existence is indeterminate in an ontological sense. All of the required dispositional
partners are present in the cat case (and it is supposed that the requisite partners for some

or other m

o

n are present m every case). We can with integrity maintain our

belief that the cat is either alive or dead in the box, and not in some mystical state.
I believe the Copenhagen Interpretation rests on a mistake - confusion of the
epistemic for the ontologic. It can now be clearly laid out as to why the mistake was
made. We have little m the way of means of getting any closer to the '4dkpositional

reality" (the "superposed state", m Copenhagen talk) other than conceptual analysis, and
the Copenhagen Interpretation was laying bricks for its own ontological sidewalk as it

went. the hope was that every btick would be necessary. This happened to be $tse, and

-

such is the danger of working with one particular set of concepts it becomes impossible
to see any options. It so happens that there is another story to be told (a different
sidewalk to build) about the quantum experiments in question. The principle reason for

this mistake is simple enough. It turns out that detectors (the key ingredient in uny
eqmhmmhl apparatus) are the reciprocal partaers for quaotum-scale devices, and
without detectors, not only do we have a lack of information (epistemic), but (it seems) a

lack of manifested reality (ontologic). (Madksted in the metaphysical sense - it isn't a

-

question of having something going on even though we aren't detecting it the detection

is an integral part of the going-on.) So the Copenhagen intuition of T h e Observer'' is a

-

natural mistake, and in some senses, it isn't so totally removed fiom the truth 'Real@"
does occur when we observe. It just happens that 'Xeality" also occurs if we don't
observe. Concepttdy, "The Observer'' is unimportant. We need dispositional partners

for madistation, neither 'Consciousness" nor T h e Observer" nor anything else semiM c a I . , to '%re& down the wave ftnction".

We need ody dispositional partnerships to

explain the d t s of our experiments.

Within the dispositional framework we keep the good of the Copenhagen
Interpretation: superposition is not ignored (it remains a critical notion) and Bell's result
can be tolerated rationali'y. Happily, we escape the two features of the Copenhagen

-

Interpretation which seem intolerable superposition is no longer totally shrouded in fog it has been somewhat spelled out dispositionally,and we need no longer postulate any

"mystid" metaphysical connections when we attempt to explain the breakdown o f the

wave function Properties manifest when dispositional paitmrs are provided (and the

partners at the quantum level are often enough the detectors themselves).
Meshing Martin's theory of dispositions and z r m i k ~ o n with
s BOWSideas
about the Shrodinger equation d o w s us to beautifidly conquer diflicult situations. Causal

stories of great complexity can be told. The idea of a specific readiness for a particular

W k s t a t i o n is a great help in understad@ the double slit experhent and &ll's result.

The only difkulty found was explaining the wave-bebaviour m the double slit, but that is
rectiiied either by assuming wave-par&ic1eduality (which a particle-realist won't like), or

asslrmiog that the Schrodiuger wave precedes the particles in the apparatus (Bohm-style)
and sets up space with regard to the properties m question. This view of the Schrodinger

equation generates an interesting view of laws of nature m general, namely, that they are
descriptions of property-events. (It should be reiterated that wave-particle duality outright

-

can also be accepted by the dispositional theory the duality being no more difficult to

h d l e thaa the duality of sugar tasting sweet but turning brown in a flame. DifEerent

reciprocalpartners yield up diflkrent manifestations.)
I think this view tits within a spectrum of ontological views, all of which are
tenable, but which require -ring

amounts of skepticism The Copenhagen

Interpretation has not been defeated, but I have argued that there is no reason to support
it, and that we can keep our intuitions about cats in b x e s if we outline a different theory.

Such a theory might come in the form of the '>re-madiestation realism" mentioned

earlier, with the assumption that very simple systems lack madistation partners, and that
this leaves us talking about a strange mode of being for such systems. Martin's own view
is that pre-madist states never exist, simply because the world constantly offers

manifestation partners of various sorts. This brings us to particle-realism, which suggests
that a property-clump in question exists at all times, and the dispositions manifested by
such a conglomerate will depend on the reciprocal partners provided. We hook this
notion onto the Schrodinger equation, and come up with the notion that it is a sort of

disposition-calculator, and the -01s

on the physical circ-

of the dispositions in question will depend

provided by the experhental arrangement.

At the bottom of Martin's ontology we do h d an unorthodox sort of thing.

-

Dispositions are best understood in terms of disposition lines specific "real" readinesses
over an kdinite web. Intuitively, this seems intelligible. Annstrong and others will no
doubt suggest that more explanationof what a disposition "is" will be required. If we fail
to give that description, the onus seems to be on us to show why something indescribable
is non-abstract. Of course9we can easily accept the abstract, Campbell style, as something

real which is gotten before the mind through "abstractionyyor just resign ourselves to the
apparent f k t that ifa dispositional view is accepted, the manifestation-oriented part win
be easier to discuss than the dispositional (and the dispositional may remain abstract). The
dispositional may be easier to understand on a case by case basis than as any particular
theoretic conshuction. We can intuitiveiy understand a glass's readiness to break under
certain circumstances. Indeed, in some senses, dispositions intuitively seem undeniable

(and certainly Martin would argue that no story of the universe can be told without some

form of "potential"creeping in). The previous attempt at dispositionally adyzing
m y s t i f j h g experiments is also (somewhat accidentally) an attempt to show why we should

think that dispositions are "real'' and should form an integral part of our ontology. If we
can give a better description of quantum reality than has been given before, our more

epistemic worries (about abstraction etc) may just have to be shelved. The dipositional

program is undeniably moving forward, and this much carmot be said about many other
projects in the same field.

FrntherExgmhem
Another e

which requires ontological footing is performed by measuring

the quentum spin of particles, along the x, y, a d z axes. For ease of conceptiodreadbg, I
will use the terminology which David Albert uses in OuantrnnMechanics and Emerience

where for spin "along" the x-axis the term "har-

-

is used, and on the y-axis, "colour".

Thus,an x spin would be measured instead of"+l" or "- 1", as "hard" or "soft" (y spin as
'%lack" or %
' white9)',
We can design machines to detect what colour or what hardness any particular
particle is36. The herdaess machine consists of a device which splits an incoming beam of

-

particles ( I will call this part "the separator")into two paths - bard and soft ami
detectors for emergent bearas (I win call this part "the detector"). When we build these

macbines and play with them, what happens is puzzling.
If we send a group of, say, 10000 particles through a hardness detector, 5000 of
them will come out bard, 5000 soft.37Ifwe take the soft ones and send them through a
colour detector, 2500 will come out black, 2500 white (Likewise, if we send the hard ones
through a colour detector - the split is 2500/2500 black/white). So hardness detectors

somehow influence colour,and vice versa. See diagram 5a and 5b on the following page.

The machines are known as Stenr-Gerlach devices, and amsist ofa u n i h magndc field through the
axis in question.
" This is n d quite true. if ma d d get mntcd %atchesn of dedmbs, that wadd still be sane devimee
in the 50150 split, due to impafiections in the experiment (how do we know the history oft h e electrons?)
and ofcourse,good old fiishioned experimental error.
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Diagram 5.
A selection ofhardness and colour ~~.
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Now the weird bit. if we put the 2500 black and 2500 white particles (an 5000 of
which were previously masllFed as soft, remember) tbrough another hardness machine,

we find that 2500 corn out soft and 2500 hard. See Diagram Sc, previous page.

That is to say, whenever hardness is meafllred, it seems to CCerase"
any previous
colour,t-

(and same for colour measurement influewing hardness - no surprise

,as colour end hardness are a r b i i assigned). One is a "reset" button for the other.
This on its own is perhaps less surprising than we might think at first. The violation of
Bell's Theorem by quantum systems seems to indicate that the properties in question do
not ''exist" all the time. That is, when we know the hardness of a particle, the colour of it

-

is thrown into (what else) superposition a valueless state. More on Bell's theorem later.

Here is the really strange part. I f w e take 10000 bard particles, send them through

a colour separator, take the two outbound "beams" of particles and rejoin them (using
mirrors) without detecting the colour, and then send the beam through a bardness

machine, we would perhaps expect a 50/50 split for hard a d soft (after all,in the other
experiments, whenever we measured colour it 'Yeset" the hardness). What we in fmt get
is nothing but hard particles. And this is mystifjing. See diagram 5d. on the previous

page. It seems the only difference in the experiments is the machine which recombines the

streams after the colour separator.

Reworded. Send a bunch of particles through a hardness machine. Take the hard
ones (or the soft ones - it doesn't matter), and put them through a wlour separator, but
don't detect the colour. Rejoin the beams which come out of the colour separator, and

again run the partk1es through a hardness machine. What percent hard? 100. The colour

-

separator seems to do something - there are two outbound bearns but it doesn't "reset"

the hardness. The wbur detector seems to do that.)' See diagram D3, previous page.

It is generally assumed that the particles are in a superposition of white and black

after the colour separator (before the detector) and the detector somehow breaks down

the wave fimction and creates the colour "for real". But this is a very strange conception,
as it isn't clear why the detector should have such power (why the colour separator only
does some of the reality-work). (This is a specific form of a fhirly standard complaint

-

against the Copenhagen Interpretation how/why is the wave -tion

broken down?

Notice however, that while the Copenhagen Interpretation is a bit befuddling, it seems the

only interpretation which can easily be fit to this experiment! Once again, "Obsemation"
seems to be the key.) Without an ontological model, there is little hope of M e r
explaining what codd be going on.
Dispositionally, we get the hint that the hardness detector is the reciprocal
disposition partner (for madestation), and the hardness separator is somehow a purely
disposition-oriented device. How could this work?
We have to see the hardness separator as generating new disposition lines for the

particles passing through (or at least sorting out previously established ones), i.e. hard and
soft lines, which require a fUrther partner (the detector) to nwrifkst. Without the relevant

partner, no madiestation. So if you take a group of hard particles, split for colour
(rejoining the beams witbout detection), and measure hardness, you retain 1W/ohard

Or we can claim that hardness is a d l y never lost, and that the mirrors merely reflect the streams
such that constructive interkrence occurs, re-establishing the hardness. This view only works in
conjundim with a particular interpretation of the Bell result. See footnote 33 on p. 76.
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particles because that mmif'ested disposition wasn't destroyed. It must be that the %dn
diPposition termbates when the cobur disposition mni&ts.

(It's a bit Like the

dynamite's explosive disposition terminating upon rmmifiestatio~)

The suggestion amounts to this. A 6(separator"sets up (or anah/zes) the hardness
or colour disposition lines, which require a fivther partner to mm8est- If that partner is
not presented, no d e s t a t i o n occurs. The previous Westation (hard or soft in the
case we've been discussing) recurs (or continues to occur?) because nothing has blocked

it or changed it. A particle's coming out of a hardness separator, say, in the ' k d "

stream, is not indicative of the particle's being hard, but rather of the particle's readiness
to be hard. So we have a dispositional description of the "superposition" in question The
particles remain in a non-&st

state until the appropriate partner is provided, and once

this occurs, the old H e s t a t i o n is destroyed (more on "how destroyed" later, m a

discussion of Bell's theorem).
It may not yet be totally clear how we are to conceive of the particles in these
experiments. Let me try to clarifj.. Because there are two outbound beams from say, a
colour separator, there ought to be some difference in what the beams contain. The
diffience, as noted previously, must be the disposition to be white (for one stream) and
the disposition to be black (in the other). With this conception, we can see the superposed

state as being a dispositionally CbfWilled''state, with "real"particles which have complex

behaviours. Let us proceed by analogy. Imagiae an airport lobby with two doors. One
might be marked "Amsterdam" aad the other 'TIekki".

Through each door is a plane

which will go to the respective city. Travelers might go through ow of these doors and
wait around in the departure lounge - ready to go to Amsterdam, for instance. They

aren't m Amsterdam, but they are getting ready to be so - they have separated h m the
W e k k i w group, after all. And yet the flights could be canceled, and everybody would be

put back together m the airport. The behaviour of the people is complex, with more than

-

one element necessary for a successfultrip for the mm8estatbn of the property of ' h n
to Amsterdam" or 'h
to Helsinki". If we analogize to the spin experiments, we can
maintain a realist picture while keeping the apparently necessary elements of superposition

(i.e. descri'be what might be happening during the experiments - describe the part of
'%Aity''

that the quantum math ignores). After the colour separator, the particles are

ready to be a certain colour, but haven't achieved it yet (they have a ticket to Amsterdam
or H e l s ~ iand
, if no disposition partner inthe way of a detector is provided (theflight is

canceled), the particles won't mrrnifest a colour and won't lose their hardness (the
travelers in the example would not make to Amsterdam, so the last stamp in their passport
would remain TaE&'" to complete the analogy (to really complete it, we would also

have to b a g b e that the customs o&ials m Helsinki and Amsterdam rip the page with the

Canada stamp right out of the travelers' passports, as the particles in the experiment have
their history "erased" upon manifestation.)). We can tell a story about the readinesses of

the particles which by no means diminishes the identity of any particular particle nor

implies that the particles are in some completely indescriib1e state. The "superposition"
is conceived of not so much as "not white, not black, and not both and not neither" but as
''ready to be black or ready to be white". And here is our general solution to the notion of

superposition: it is not so much that the superposed state is indescribable, but that it is
diilicult to describe because one needs to think in terms of property readinesses rather

than properties. Once we understand this, it begins to make sense when we say of a

particle that its x spin is wither up nor down nor both nor neither. It is neither up nor
down, but it is ready to be. There is a sort of sewnd-order reality to get ahold of, and
disposition/~estationtaIk lets us do so.

One more question needs answering, and because we have accepted a modified
Bohmian view, we can answer it. The question is, ' 7 3 0 ~
do the separators work?" and by

this we are asking what a separator does, dispositionally, and why a separator doesn't
force the particles into their aew m a d i i o n The Bohmian view on this is that a
separator is merely a sorter-out of which part of the quantum potential wave the particles

are riding on (so the separator does not provide dispositions after all, but rather sons out
previously existkg ones). Random variation m velocity vectors and initial positions
accounts for the 50/50 split we find in the eqmhents. As soon as the particles are part

of the experiment, they have readinesses with regard to the machines. A colour separator
produces not coloured particles, but particles which are ready to be coloured (according
to their relation to the quantum potential) and still have the &est

property of hardness

(or softness). We can easily accept this view with our modified quantum ontology.
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